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I. INTRODUCTION

t t
The following report describe§ the developmeni-and conclusion of a

'*
federally-fqpded=research project designgd to gain' information on'the process

.

-,
of research on instructional problems, andits impact on inservice education

shl

----practicesi for teachers of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students. A local

school district in the central- Texas area, in conjunction with the, Southwest

Educational Develtment Laboratory (SEDL), laid the groundwork for' the stilly.

As a result of this effort, the-Nationil Institute of-Education (NIE) pro- \)

vided funding for a 12-month period, from Octotitr l', 1980 to September 29,

1981.

The main purpose of the,project was to determine what the effects would

be and what changes would occur yin the.school district's inservice education

program as a restilt'afthe locally-conducted study. The results were

expected to promik educators nationwide with greater insight into thb

potential impact that locally-conducted research can havon policy and .

practice related to the recogniti6n of educational concerns and approaches

to solutions for the.inservice education of,teachers of LEP children.

A second purpose of the study was amply,to describe the nature of the

collaborative process that evolved between SEDL and the'local school district.

.It is hoped that by understanding the procedures used and the collaborative

process which aided the research project, school-districts with similar needs

and similar contextual characteristics,could toetter deal with their own

problems,

'The project was guided by the'following research questions:

1. What are the-effects of locally- conducted; applied. research on
policy and practice related to-the inservice education,of teachers
of limited English proficient (I.EP) students? . .

4
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2. How do research findings on the following effect t design of an

inservice education program foijyteachersof LEP students:

(a) areas in which teachers would like to enhance ehei.r professional
c.opmeic, ;

021 teachers' perceptions of the current inservice program in their
district)

(c) the type of instructional program being implemented;
.

(d) the degree to which teachers implement critical prograt

components; and

(e) the s'tWes of concerns that teachers express about these
components.

This report is divided into ,seven separate Iections. Section I gives

a brief introduction, to the study. Section II provides the reader with .

background and contextual information about the school district, including

its inservice-education program from past_years___and_the_recognized need"to.

improve this program. In,-Section III the reasons for entering into a

collaborative relationship are discussed and a documentation of the collab-

orative

.

process is presented, Next, in Section IV, the overall .research

strategy that was employed in the study is discussed in detail, inclpding -

,specific research questions, types of subjects studied, types of assessment

instruents used and the procedures used for the collection of all .data.

The statistical analyses used to analyze the data from each assessment
. t

instrument are described in Se ion V, with a discussion of the major find-
,-

ingS being presented in Section VI. The final part of the report-, Section

VII, gives a brief supmary di changes which the school district plan's to

1

implement in'its inservice program for teachers- of LEP children during the

1981-1982 school year.

4
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- Ile BACKGROUND AND CONTEie

.Tbe following description provides the reader' withan overview of the

. context in which the study was.conducte0 and 'confirms the need, for the

project. This des6rifAST1 focuses on the community, .the students, the

bjlingu#1 program aId its tedaers, and, specifically, on the district's

A

-e

existing programs for the inservice education of,teachers of LEP students.

Community/Context

The project site is situated in southcentral Texas and is on the direct
o

route (IH 55) to south Texas and Meiico. It contains a numberof small

factories and a state-supported university which.serve as the economic base'

for the community. It could be characterized as a growing, semi-urban

community while still maintaining a smal4 town atmosphere despite increased
a.

economic development. ,

Mexican Americans compr'ise 20 percent of the population of Texas but

more than 37 percent Of the population in the county.' Approximately 41

Percent of the town4s'Population is,Mexican Americas and more than 59 percent

of the Mexican American families earn an annual income below the national
.

. A ...
.

poverty level.
2

The Mexican American population in the focal district is \

concentrated on the south side of town, between the railroad and IH 35 in an

are designated,as Victory 'Gardens. Of the 7,600 Mexican Americans, approxi-
','

mateV-3,300 n this densely populate0 medium to low incale area
0

1
Texas Itistitute'for Educational Development, The Chicano Almanac, Futtira
Press, 1973,

2
U.- S. Bureau of Census,' Characteristics of the Population: Texas. (1973)
Vol: 1, p. 8631

1 3CityEriumeeation'DiStricts 13 and 14.

3
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Sixty percent; i,e., 2.,82f, of the total student population in the public

. 4.
.

- ,,schools are Mexican American. Many of these students are Tn need of special

asevidenced by the statistict of the 1970 census which show that some

T4 Percent of the Mexican American adults,in the communitywho are 25 or

older never completed high sctiool.5 Table 1 shows the Mexican Amerlcan student

population -by perCentage at grade level. I

M r' Table 1
.

Percentage'of Mex-ican Amrerican Students in the District Schools

Grade Le e Number Percenta e

Pre- 2

K 230

1 207

2 ,22

3 212

4 214

5 226

242

7 270

8 247

9 232

10 203

11 15N,

12 134

Special Ed. .78 ,i

Totals 2,892

95.2

65.6
64.1

63.t
65.1
63.7

65.9

65.1

64:7

58.7
.60.7

54,1

51.4

47.2

73.6

61.5 .

j
0

Number of Limited - 'English Proficiency Students

At grades kindergarten through five, there were approximately 640

students of limited-Engl-ish proficiency the time in which this study was

being planned. Table 2 indicates the istribution by school.

Table 2

Gf2ADE LEP NON-LEP

K - 1 ....,'I`.360 688

2 - 3 130 ( 775
,

4 - 5%, 150/ 715

4
Statistics taken fru) the 1976 Civil Rights .Report.

5

'Characteristics of Population: Texas. Vol. 1; p. 838. U.S. Bureau of Census.

4 .



Education in the PubiicrSchoas:

file district schools have directed services t. limited - English

proficienty students since 1970 when 'one of the schools implemented an open-

class'room program for kindergarten students for the total c mmunity, including

13 strong bilingual' component-, This program has consistehtlibeen recognized

for its exceptional quality (Texas demonstration school since 1973).

Since 1977, a number of changes in the local schools caused the ideal

situation to become a truly chall ging one. The entire staff ofth
.

kindergarten school moved to a new campus during tha,summer of 108 making

it the K-lst grade sylool,. At the same time, separate schools were estab--

lished to serve grades, 2=-3 and grades4-5,.respectively. For the firs&

time, teachers from neighborhood schools throughoOt the community jOined

togethel4 at these grade:level schools far the entire school district. Thus,

the yhinistrative-and instructional staff faced the task of integrating

1N
their overall bilingual progsam in.totally new settings.

.

Teaching Staff,

The district's commitment to the realization of it& goal of insuring

eqdal educational opportunities through bilingual/bicultural educatioh is

reflected in its active teacher recruitment policy. An increasing number

of its teachers are becoming-involved in the state's bilingual certifica-

on training. Nonetheless, a Telatitiely small percentage of teachers of

LEP students in grades K-5 are certified bilingual teachers or.speak Spanishi"
1,

'

0

well.enoligh to teach in Spanish (36%).

' While 54 percent of the teachers of LEP students have more than five

years teaching experience, their background indicates th, they generally

have less than three years' expel-ience in bilingual education, with many

5
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being involved in bilingual education for the first Mime in 1179-1980. Many

of the experienced teachers are non-Spanish speakers who have been involved

in bilingual education primarily through teaching English as a second lan-

guage.

In summary, then, the teachers of LEP students can be seen as having a

wide range of batkgrounds, with a high proportion of teachers relatively

new to bilingual education. While the district has shown a definite commt-
_

ment to the implementation of a bilingual program, the two primary obstacles,

in this effort.apparently remain recruitment of bilingual teachers and the

need for insektice education of existing teachers..

Teacher Inoervice Education (1979-1980)

Inservice education for teachers-in 1979-80 consisted Of the basic

district program,Ous additional inservice for teachers of LEP students
,

frovided through State and Title VII bilingual programs. The district pro-

gram inOlved five full days orteacher inservice, with two days in August,
,t. A

two daysin October, and one day in February. In addition, there were five
. . .

days%of "early dismissal, alldwiog for after-school-inservice sessions. The

planning of these.inseMce sessions was the responsibility of each building
. .

.

principal. In August, principals oubmitted their plans for each of the
.

sessionno the assistant superintendent. Inprevious years, prihcipals had

conducted, and continue to be conducted by "in- house " 'or external consultants,

needs assessment, was conducted by Region XIII
6

for the first time for-planning

;
ill

conducted a joint needs' assessment_; but in the spring of 1980 a district-wide
--

future inservice sessions, Most inservice sessions provided to teachers were

,

6Region XIII is the local Education Service Center in central texas
6

A

0

-..

t

1111

which provides'workShops and technical assistance to school districts in
its region.

- 6i _/



ion ansharing informatd leadinidisgussions.

Teachers who wished to attend sessions of their own choosing during the

.

1979-1980 yearcould do so and earn "comp time." These sessions were typi-

cally held in another city 30 miles away on Saturdays or weekday evenings.

The local education service center provided most of these optional workshops,

with some provided by universities, bilingual resource tenters,.or special

interest groups in the region_or state.rt,("COmp time" permitted teachers to

takAascheduled inservice daY off for every seven hours of attendance dt

thge alternate sessions.)

The state bilingual program for 1979-1980 involvedall teachers of LEP

students, regardless of whether they actually taught bilingual or ESL only.

The district has cooperated With other school districts every year, pooling
. . .

their money to allow Region XIII-to plan and provide-training. Until 6e ,

- 1979-80.school year, these sessions were offered on weekdays, and Region XIII

reimbursed the ditrict for substitute teachers, meals,-'and travel costs: In

January 1980, however, it began to schedule bilingual workshops on Saturdays-

only. Typically, three to four teachers serving LEP students in 'rades two_

through five attended any giv"kworkshop.

In contrast, the Title VII bilingual program in 4979-80 included only

teachers of kindergarten through second grade: The program began in 1977 at

which time it was serving kindergarten t'eachers'only. The staff development

plan for teachers inthis program was based on the results of classroom obser-

vations made4by the project director and principal, as wellCas data.on skills

mastered by students, and teaches' perceived needs for training related to

specific topics.

Changes_in Teacher Inservice ' ducation (1980-1981)

During the implementation of this study (1980-81) the overall design

of the inservicerplan remained basically the same; but with.the following

a
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.-
changes. The.availability of "comp" time in which teachers could be waived

from attending district workshops after attending w toss provided by

outside agencies-was no longer, offered. Instead, teache'f's were required to

attend all of the five ,,district -wide inservice sessions but had, a much. '

larger, selection of. topics' from which to choose. Based upon the survey of

teachers that had been conducted by the Region WI Education Serviceenter

workshops were offered in many areas of specialty such as those fodd in d7

bilingUal education, special education; behavior' management, etc. All

teachers were free'to attend any of the workshops if they those to do so. A.

In addition to the above changes made in the_distri,ct-wide inservice pro-

gram, the Title VII bilingual progr4m was expanded_ to serve the inservice
,

need's of- teachers from the kindei.garten lever through the third grade.

Need for Further Changes in Inservice Education

From the above discussion it is evident that the schools in this study

gradualTy'have changed in how they view the role of inservice education-for

teachers of-LEP studehts. School administrators have recognized tht,s0ecial

needs LEP stedents and the importance oflproyiding teachers with adequ'ate

.

incervira training to in?ue that these students utilize theif academic

potentia
.4

.5

.

In hort, the desire for improving the_disirict'sinservice pOo ram is

very strong, but much remains to be done. 'In 1979 -80 therewere 360 limited- -1."

English prOficient students who' entered kindergarten and first glade, and

150 stUdents: were crass-if-red as being LEP in grades four andfive as well.

There are not*enough teaaers currentTy employed in the diSict who arek ,

certified to work with bilingual and/or LEP students; of, those who.are,la.

large number need to 'receive additional traininmin areas such as the use

of the $panish janjuage in an institutional setting,ESL, etc.

8 11.
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The school adMinistrators and particularly the-Title VII pf-ogram staff,

have conducted needs assgsments ijy" "the past but their efforts have focused

..-

_
. .

largely on(the se- lection. of tWes of worki0op topics.' One. of the-main rea,-,

'sons for agreeing to .oT)aborate with SEDLonthiS NIE- fundtd project-Was
%

that both administrators and teachers felt a need to improve the planning,and

implementation of the district's inservice education program for teachers of

LEP students,. In a dition, SEDL planned to take, a tomprehensiye approach o

dithe problem by stu ing multiple,factors that might be important to consider

in studying inservice education. c

. The onsensus reached by the school district and 'SEDL Staff was that ,

the following four dimensions would be worthyof -investigation, having thq;pc
e

-

Otential'to provide valuable informafion in planning inservice eadcafion:

the type of bilingual progrdm being implamqnted)in grades K-5
(based primarily on time'spent teaching SpaniWEnglish at--each
grade level);

2. the

relevan

the le

compbn
readin

3.

-

ived needs:orteachkrs of LEP'children for acquiring
ski is and knowledge; .

-_. 1

L of impjementatio4 reaCTed by edchers in critical
is ofthe'bUingual program (Spanish reading, ESL, EnglishP

'for -T, "stadents, etc.) ;, (End-
l -0

,

.

: the types of-concerns that teachers have regarding the teac
_ -of;;,differentcomponents of the bilingual program,.

ty j- .

Later, a fifth pmenston 41s added in order to tap teachers' general

-

.

knowledge about and attitudes toward the current and past inservice programS-

1

.
......., . ,

.4 f

of the school'district Of particular interest was to ask them to_tomment.
- II '

.
. .,

.'

on strengths and weaknesses of the program and on the focus that the inner- -
.

I
1 A

vice Orogram'should take in.future years. e.N

:In conclusione need for this study has existed'for some time-now

and both school district administrators 'and teachers as well as SEDL staff
.

. .

agreed at tthestiffe of proposai, writing that,a main priority for the district

should be in the area of.inservice teacher educatioh.

?

9
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III. t iOLLABORATIVE'RELATIONSHIP ETWEEN SEDL AND Serial

DISTRICT-

Reatonsifor Forming the Relationship

When SEDL-was in the proce5s of initialsite selection for the project,

.
Fiere seemed to be numerous advantages in forming a colldorative relation-

,:

ship with the school district which waS ultimately selected.° Sone \of the

'reasons °fOr establishing this relationship included past contacts with the

school district; mutual economic benefit; a sharing of power; and political

expediency.

BOO SEDL and the school district' had had occasional professional

contact pi:ior to' the initiation of the project. Some of the teachers had

[het SEDL staff at workshops or conferences,and one of the district's admin-
,

, . .. .

istrators had been an'employee.of SEDL a few years ago. In addition, several

SEDL staff members had helped evaluate the district's Title VII bflinguaj
,

program during its first year of'operation. Thus, although this contact

between the two organjzations was not extensive, it had been enough to

permit the creation of mutual trust between some of the .school district

administrators,-teachers and SEDL staff members. This fact is important to

consider, since the existence of mutual trust is paramount to the success of

any collaborative relaiionshp'between two or'more organizations.

Another 'reason for establishing a relationshipewith this particular

school district-was because of mutual economic benefit. SEDL was, in effect,

offering tocome and conduct research free of charge that should help the
k

school district improve its inservice education program. It had agreed to

pay for the collecting; analyzing and reporting of data through funds from

the National Instituteof Education. The sc 'hool district,, on the other hand,

was Cost effective for SEDL, Since both organizations were located within the

A

10



Central Texas area. Travel and communication costs were kept at a minimum

since overnight lodging, rental cars and.ai,rfares.wet4e nor'needed.

. A third reason for begThning the collaborative relationship had to do

with the sharing of power. Fdr a c011aborative relationship to have optimal"
oh

banefits for both parties, a shared balance'of power Should exist so that

nO one group of individuals comes, to domibate the Aecision-making process
.

in detriment to the others. Both SEDL and the school district shared a

certain balance of power. -The controls of finances for project operation

1
were under the auspices of SEDL through i.ts NIE funding source, and without

these Monies it would be impossible. to implement the project. The school

district, however, had exclusive power over access to teachers; school

records and the collection of data. This power was distributed within the

district in the following- manner': The superintendent and central adminis-

trators had the authority to provide SEDL with access to the schools. How-

ever; the principals at each campus had the power to determine if ancwhen.

this access would occur. SEDL could suggest specific dates for meetings
.

but had to yield to the wishes of the-principals. Ifa teacher did not

like something about the project, she could let her views be known. More-

over, no teacher was forced to participate in'.any.given activity. Teacher

and parent representatives of the advisory board could also harness a

degree of'power through their role as decision makers and consultants to

the project.

Political expediency was yet a fourth reason for establishing a

collaborative relationship: between SEDL'and the school district. In short,

by collaborating With one another, both organizations could work efficiently

toward mutual goalt. SEDL, for example, needed to find a site in which

. .teachers and administrators had an ongoing bilingual program, a. substantial



. 4

.number of LEP children, and a,commme!t by teachers and-administrators to

tmprove,the quality of inservice education that Vie.district provides for-

teachers. The school district, on the'other hand, needed to find a way to

.conduct research on the needs of teachers, especially those who teach stan-

tial 11:umbers of LEP children. SEDL staff had the research skills needed to

. help them plan ark appropriate research_ design for -the project. Furthermore,

the school'district was espec4ily interested in insuring that a high quality
,

of inservice'education for teachers be maintained, given Judge William Wayne

Justict's;ruling (U.S vs..Texas court case, civil action #5281)4which man-
,

, dates bilinguareducation programs in the state of Texas from kindel'garten

through high school. the school district were able to predetermine what

types of concerns, feelings and. needs that teachers have at the time that

bilingual programs initially &re being implemented, some of the stresses, and

negative reactions in dealing with this innovation could be better managed,

and misunderstandings-could be minimized.

Documentation of the CollabOrative Process
4

In order to fully understand the collaborative'relationshfp between

SEDL and the, school district it is worthwhile to study the collaborative

process, or how the collaboration worked on a day-to-day basis. The brief

summary provided below describes-how this collaboration took place.

The highest level of staff who were involved in the project included

the superintendent of the school district and the director of the bilingual

division at SEDL. WiTtle communication between the two organizations did

occur at thislevel'.(especially through telephone calls and Written memos),
. ye

much of the responiibility for the project was delegated to other individuals

of a lower echelon. For example, the superintendent appointed thd'assistant

superintendent for curriculum and instruction as theltain person responsible

12 15
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/
in overseeing'the project, and he in turn selected the director of bilingual

programs to be the chief contact person, ho would monitor the project closely

and maintain frequent communication with SEDC. The girector'of the bilin-
.

,gual division at SEDL appointed a staffmember to be project directory Thus,

the project director and the director of-bilingual programs collaborated on'

a continuing basis throughout the project year.

The director of bilingual programs was resppnsible for setting up dates

and times for teacher meetings at each campus arid advisory board Meetings._

at the central administration building. She would alsO call the principals

at the'three schools to see if on specified dates given to herby the pro-
;

ject director it would be possible-for aataCollection to occur. As the
of

year progressed, s-he began to delegate some of these tasks to the biliqual

coordinator vilio worked in the bilingual office.

-Teachers at eachqschool also were involved in the collaborative process.

through 1h7ir participation in project activities, the completion of ques-

tionnaires and interviews, representation on the advisory board, etc.- They

were involved to a great extent in the collaborative review of research

'findings and offered many suggestions regarding how to interpret the results,

.as well as the problems inherent in some of the assessment instruments and

how to better program inservice education in general so that it would meet

teacher needs.

.Thci-project director at SEN., as was already stated, worked closely

with the director of bilingual programs to insure that the project was being

successfully implemented. He provided the school district with suggested

timelines and dates f0 completion of specified activities, and worked with

SEDL's bilingual division director in submitting interim and final rekirts

to NIE. He was also the chairperson at all project meetings and was re-

sponsible for collecting all of the data. On several occasions he selected

13



addi-tionalSEDL staff to aid in-the c011ectioh of data at each of the three

`schobls. A programmer/analyst was then responsible for coehg and analyzing

the data with computer runs.

Like the individuals mentioned above, the*project's, advisory board also

took on a very important role in the collaborative process. The advisory
,

board"meetthgs_which were held at different times 'during the year were

an important mechanism through which parents could be kept abreast of the
MIZ

project's progress and have an ortunity to offer feedback and suggestions

for ways of improving the- implemenitation and subsequent impact of the pro- ,)

ject. Another important 'function of these meetings was to bring together

* individuals from all interested grOut's),so that shared power, communi1rion

and the decisiOn-making prodess would be greatly facilitated. For e ample,

it was the only ti in which central administrators, principals, a eness.

and teachers were represented.

In conclusion, the collaborative process' involved a number of indivi als,,

each of whom held different perceptions of the project, but who also were

working toward the mutual goal of improving the inservice education training
"IP

teachemiof LEP401dren. Thesfollowihg chart doesnot include all

groups of individuals who participated in the collaborative process, but it

does show how_thelines of communication typically occurred at different

levels for bbth'SEDL staff and school district personnel.
_

14, 1
.
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IV. RESEARCH STRATEGY

General Research Approach

The research approach that was undertaken could be described'as having

characteristics of both quantitatiye and qualitative types of methodology:.

On the quantitative '*dt, an effort was made'ito measure the needs, concerns

and perceptions'of teachers regarding the iniervice teacher education pro-

gram of the school district by using structured questionnaires containing

Likert-type items. Descriptive statistics were then compiledolorom the

various groups of teachers involved in the study to see how needs and con-

cerns varied across schools, grade-levels, content areas, etc.

Qualitative techniques of the general research approach differed from

the more quantitative aspects by being more Open-ended and yielding more

subjective types of information. Ethnographic field notes were a main

source of this information. Impressionistic notes were compiled by SEDL

staff members at-meetings of the advisory board, teachers and administrators.

For purposes of optimal documentation, many of these meetings were taped so

that the ethnograpAc notes would be as complete and accurate as possible.

It was hoped that the use of these notes would serve two purposes: (1) to

provide insight into the interpretation of the results obtained from the.
assessment instruments; and (2) to aiin the overall documentation process

of the implementation-phase of the project'.

Research Questions.

The following general research questions had emerged during the

development of-theRFP for this project:

1. -Aft are the ffects of locally-conducted, applied research on
policy and p atice related to the inservice education of teachers
of limited En l.ish proficient (LENT students?

16



2. How do research findings on the fa/Wing affect the dealt of an
inservice education program for teachers of LEP students: (a)
teachers' needs for skill and knowledge; (b) teachers' practices;
(c) teachers' concerns; and (d) types of programs being implemented?

"Specifically, the data which were collected. were to lirovide information

concerning the following: (a) the type of instructional program being

implementd; (b) the degree to which teachers implement critical prbgram

components; (c) the types of concerns that teachers express about these

components; (d) areas in which teachers would 1;ke to enhance their profes-
/

sional.development; and (e) teachers' perceptions of the current inservice

a

program in their district.

Subjects

The total number of subjects whoparticipated in this research effort

were 108 teachers in grades Kir5 assigned.to teach children of limited

English proficiency. (LEP). The numbers of teachers at each of the three

campuses were very similar. Although'all teachers taught LEP students for

one or more periods of the day, a furtheF'breakdown was performed which

defined teachers as being eith regular classroom teachers, bilingual

teachers or special education teachers. Since the bilingual, education pro-
(

gram has yet to be fully implemented at the fourth and fifth grade schoo1,4

most of the bilingual teachers were concentrated at the lower grade levels,

especially in grades K-2. Since questionnaires were administered after

school during meet51,171bl all of the teachers' completed the questionnaires:

Similarly, at two schools, only a portion of teachers were involved in an

interview to determine their level of us of program components such as ESL.

Instead, because of time-ltmitdtion, principals at these schools decided

which teachers shau4d be interviewed,4based upon their involvement with LEP

students.

.
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Table 3 shows breakdown' of thenuMber oileachers who comMeied one

or more of the assessment instrumentsA each of the three schools. N

A'.
Instrumentation

The*instrumentation for this research was developed through earlier

work by the Research rand DevelOpment Center for Teacher'Education at Austin,

where the CBAM model was developed (1973), art by SEBL in its earlier re-
,

search on staff development in bilingual schooling.',The two CRAM instruments

which were modified for Ilse in the researckwere the Stages of Concern (SoC)

questionnaire (1977) and the level of Use (Lob) Interview(1975). The two

instruments developed by SEDL were the Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire

(BCQ) and the I3rol-eIsional Development Ques4onnaire (6Q). An additional

instrument was developed by SEDL especially for this project, called the

Survey,of Perceptions of Iuservice Training.
A

The purposeof-the SoC-questionhatte and the -Loa interview is to assess

where individual staff members sand in relati9n)to the adoption of an in-
.

novation. Both instruments are based on the CBAM, which assumes that

one way to know for certain "Whether and how an innovation is bei'rig used is

.,

to assess directly eachbindividual's concern-for and use of the innovation.
-

The Model postOates two dimensions along whigh individuajs grow as their

familiarization with and use'of an innovatiomincreases: StageeOf Concern
..

about the innovation (SpC) andLevels of Use of\the innovation (LoU). It is
,

further hypothesized that the process'ofiFhange involved in the adoption-of

, innovations by individuals withinofprmal organizations, is a highly personat

and lengthy one which AffectsrindividualAfferently. The SoC question-'

naire Measures the individual s level of concern about the innovation, while

-the LoU interview focuses' on the behavioral aspects of the lndividual's

'involvement with the innovation.
.

,.,
, .

,
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, Table 3a
chers Who Completed at Least One `'Instrument

School

School%

Grade ,

:School B . 2--:3

School C 4-5

Total

N

39 .

3g

35

112

4

4

0

o

Table 3b
Number of Teachers at Each *School Who Completed Inservice

Pro ect Questionnaires

t

.

.

School/Grade
Inservice
Survey

Bilin9ual ".

Classroom ,,of

Questionnaire

.Level

Use' 'Concerns
Interview

;Professional

Questionnaire

.

Development
Quest onnaire

School ,A

(K-1)

School B'
(2-3)

. -

School C
(4-5Y

Total

32

37

34

.

103

.-
As

.

25

30

90

f,. -.
d

,'

,, , 377

,16

.

. °'13

,

t>

663-

''

,

,

26

29

. 32 ,

,'

87'

.

-

7

26

.

22 ,
,

30

.

\. .'

78

4
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'- ;stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoC).- An assumption of the CBAM is
i

that the type of concern which an individual has toward an innovation depends

upon, the degree of personal involvement with the innovation. Hail, George,

and Rutherford (1977) identified seven stageS'of concern about the innova-

tion. They demonstrated that one's gnvement through these stages is a

10P
developmental- `process in which earlier concerns must first be res -oLved

(lowered ikintensity) before later concerns emerge (increasen intensity).

To provide a measure of Stages of Concern, Hall and his colleagues developed

a 35-item Stages of Concern Questionnaire which was validated over a three-

year period. The SoC Questionnaire was used in cross - sectional and longi-

tudinal studies of 11 different educational innovations and was tested'for

estimates of reliability, internal consistency, and validity. Tfie extensive

.psychometric.dataobtained from these studies enabled Hall,et al., to

conclude that the,$oc Questionnaire accurately measured Stages of Concern

about the innovation.

The SoC Questionnaires' consists of three components: (1) an introductO'ry

page, (2) 35 test items, and (3) an optional demographic page. The same

"questionnaire items are used each time, but the name'of the. innovation

changed on the introductory pane. The purse of the, introductory page is.

threefold: (1) to present the purpose of the instrument; (2) to explain how

to complete the instrument; and (3) to indicate which pnnovation" the

individual is to,consider when responding. The next two pages of the queic

tiOnnairt,dontain the 35 items to which the individual retponds., The

respondent marks each item on a 0-7 Likert scale according to the degree to

which the item"describes a current concern of the'individual. Alme third

part of the questionnaire is an optional demographic page which is used to

gather information about the respondents'. The specific content of the

20'
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demographic page varies according to the informational needs of the person

or group administering the instrument, The questionnaire can'be issued by

mail or in peron and can be administered to a group or to an individual; it

takes approximately 10 to 15 minutes to complete (see Attachment 1).

Level of se Interview (Lou). To measure levels of use, a focused

interview was developed which involves a branching format with specific

.questions and follow-up prqpes (Loucks,' Newlove, & Hall, 1975). Data frpm

research studies on change and evaluation indicate that the eight different

LoU's can be reliably measured usifig the 'focused interview!! technique (Hall

& Loucks, 1977). Furthermore, the r cults of a study conducted by Hall and

Loucks using an ethnographic methodology attested,to-the,yaridity of the

LoU Interview procedure.

An important characteristic of the LoU Interview is.that it is not,

specific to an, one innovation, since the same type of questions are asked0

,

of all innovations.: However, to adapt the LoU Interview to the complex.
I 4

innovation of bilingual education,.one needs to specify the frame of refer-
,

ence of the innovation, a pracess in.volves',(1). developing a basic

definition of the specific component of bilingual education (i.e., Spanish

reading) based on existing theoretical Considerations; (2) developing prObe

questipns to determine the variations on use ("configurations") of the

specific component, as they now exist; and '(3) developing guidelines and/or

distinguishing characteristics f6r what constjltutes use of the specific

componen*(how often, how long; etc.). Such information isrequired to

develop probe questions pribr to the interview that enables the interviewer

. to obtain the information necessary to make a .fluse/non-useldecisTon in the

branching questionformat'described earlier.

Aio
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The length of the LoU Interview varies according to the talkativeness

of the user and the degreeof personal involvement with the innpvation, but
-A

usually it takes about 20 minutes. The interview is conducted by a trained

interviewer who is thoroughly familiar with the innovation. The interviewee

is trained to probe for information related/to (1) the overall level of use;

(2) the decision poirits which separate, each level; and (3) categorical inTor-

matiOthat represents additional data points within a'level. The interview V4
0

is tape recorded and later e aluated by trained raters. Five memberi oftbe

present SM. research team gave been trained and are aliXified LoU Inter-

viewers and raters, The lloU Interview format is. shown in Attachment 2.

Bilingual, Classroom Questionnaire 4A0). One foces of SFOL's earlier

work (Dominguez & Tunmer, 19'79) Was the development of a procedure for

determining the configurations o4Arilingual education?program*zhich are

being implemented. For many innovations it is possible to identify key

characteristics or components, so that variations in the innovation can be.

,observed. Specific innovation configurations are operationally defined in

terms of variation in the selection and,use ofisinovation components. Hall

and Loucks (1978) desdribe a procedure for identifying configurations'which

inVojelAs determining the components and component variations that describe

the innovation in use. As the number of cOmponents'and variations within

--components increases, there is
?
a corresponding increase in the number_of

configurations for agiven innovation. .For ovations having a large num-

ber of components, such as bilingual education, it is necessary to select

the 'key" components of the innovation in order to reduce the number of

. possible .c,Infigurations to a manageable set of dominant patterns.
.

fn their paper Hall and Loucks also discuss the notion of a

"configuration continuum," which follows:

22 2 5
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Not the

14novation

Area of
Qrastic
MutatioR

1

Developer's
Model(s)

The Innoliation ---/'..

At the far right of th'e continuum lies the developer's model. As _

additional variationin the original model is introduced, the resulting:
4 A

re r

configurations approach, the Area. of Drastic Mutation, the,zone beyond Which-
. ___--

modifie(d forms of the original innovation are no longer'accenfed as the
. r

innovation,.
.

.
.

,

-/ ' -.I.
, .Applying the concepts of Innayation comnonent and configuration

,

continuum to the innovation of bilingu'al educatien, SEDL has developed a,

continuum of 14 possible dual-langdage program structures, each teing
,

_\ . ,

.

\ defired im terms of variatton gn three, major components:9!,

4

1. Percent of instruction time .of lariguage-arts: which is deNioted to ,

Spanish language arts (i.e., reading and wriing.in Sganish and
. Spanish oral language development).

,

/-

.

,
2. Percent of instruction; time of ,content areas other.than language ,"

- arts 1410ch is-ta4ght in Spanish (i.e.,-m4thematics, science, social
studies, music, etc.).* .

.

.

.

0 3. Grade levels at which such instruction is provided.
, _.

.. .

*Me

ih sum, the three most twortantidistinguishing instructional variables
, . . .

seem to be. amount of instruction -.:of-the-language, amount of instruction in

.
.

t
-.

the language, and th'e grade lever at which,such'instruction;isiroyided. .
.

The type of possizOle dual, - language ,program structures range:from tytie .

_.

1 4. -r,

in which very little Spanish is.inciuded.irOhe curriculum to these in which.
,

1
. ,

i

the staff in developing-the conf' uumland is
- largely responsible for pro-

Dr. Ernesto Zamora of the Tel Agency worked closely with.
is - largely

.viding definitions of the 14 programAructurei:
.'

It
,...-

...,

.
.
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both iulish and Spanish are used as the medium of instruction in all

curricular domains, As shown below, the continuut of-program structures

may be diettpd.intd'Itfftee groups: cly Pragrams which do not satisfy minimum

requirements to be classified as bilingual prolFams, (2) transitional pro-

grams, and (3) maintenance programs.

Non-Bili
Pi-og ams

Transitional' Maintenance'.
Programs ihrograms

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -11 12 13 14

The division between nor- bilingual programs (1-4) and the remaining two

4roups of programs -(5-14) provides the basis for a definition that may be

used in making the "use/non-use" decision described earlier. *It is also

the analog to the Point of Drastic Mutation of configuration continuums.

Transitional programs are those in which Spanish is utilized as an

instructional vehicle solely to facilitate the acquisition offfiglish lan-

guage skills. Instruction in Spanish is provided in decreasing amounts as

instruction in English is increased in each successive grade level until

all of the curriculumis taught in English. In essence, the ultimate aim

is to exit the child from this dual-:language curriculum to 44single-language

curriculum (i,e,, the regular English-only program). Maintenance programs

also utilize both languages as vehicles for teaching andllearning, but un-

like transitional programs, after instruction in Spanish is gradually

. decreased and English increased, instruction continues on a 50/50bakis at

a predetermined poiril as the'student advanCes in grade level. Bymaintain-
-,.

. .

ing and developing both languages throughout the educational, program, the

ultimate aim is for.the student)to become bilinguMbicultural with a

capacity ta-thiqk and function in either language.
-71
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Once a set4f variables or components is derived which differentiate

between program types, the next step is to develop a process to gather data

on configurations of bilingual education programs in the field. Ideally,

the determination of program type* would be based on extensive classroom

observations and/or teacher interviews. In most cases, however, such an

approaCh would greatly exceed the resources of the school district. The

SEDL staff, therefore, decided in its earlier research to develop a ques-
.

tionnaire that woA solicit the following kinds of information from each

teacher involved in a bilingual education program:

1. What subject areas and/or instructional activities are provided
to the teacher's homeroom students throughout the day? (Con-
current activities are listed separately.)

o

2. For how Zone, ig the instruction provided and what'is the
anticipated duration of the activities (e.g., two weeks, one
day each week, an year long, etc.)?

3. What are the language classifications of the student or group of
students within each instructional activity (balanced bilingual,
monolingual monolingual Spanish, Spanish dominant, etc.)?

4. Who is the primary instructor of the activity (teacher, teacher
aide; resource teacher)? I

In what language istheiactivity conducted (including both
'y' language, of instruction and langUage of materials)?

.01

Alb It was felt that a questionnaire requiring such information on each student

y in the claisrodili would be asking too much of the teacher's time. The SEDL

staff, therefore, developed, pilot - tested and refined the Bilingual Class;
; .

room Questionnaire (seeAttachment '3) which has the teacher provide a

written'daily schedule of classroom activities. For each activity, the
. -

A A

.teaciher is asked to Check of the language categories of the students, the

iOmary inttructor; the language of Instruction, and the language of materials.

Professional De2Wopment Questionnaire (PDQ). In its earlier research,

SEDL found that the information provided by the LoU Interview, the SoC
/
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Questionnaire, and the BCQ did not adequately address the needs of teachers

in bilingual 'programs. Given the complexity and scope of bilingual educa-

tion, an additional instrument was called for to provide data'on teachers'

perceived needs for skills and knowledge related to the instruction of LEP

students. The Professional Development Questionnaire was, therefore,

developed by SEDL as a supplement to the other instruments (see Attachment .

4 The PDQ'consists of 62 items which weretrawn_from published compe-

tency lists based on the opinions of experts and on research studies

available in the literature- op bilingual education and teacher effectiveness.

Theitemsare organized into eight different topic areas, including general

information; planning for instruction; instruction of content areas; manage-4e

ment; linguistic skills; culture; assessment and evaluation; and school-

community relations.

Su Iey of Perceptions of inservice Training . This instrument

was developed especially for use in the research project so that data would,

be available concerning the perceptions that teachers. have regarding the

current inservice education_program as run by the school district. The

survey,includes a number of Likert-type items and checklists.. At the end

of the survey are several open-ended questions in which teachers are asked

to describe the strengths and weakneSses of the durrent inservice program
,

and to provide heir view of what an ideal program might_lOok like.° 'WO
instrument is included in Attachment 5..
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Data Collection and Procedures

The data in most cases were collected from teachers at each school

,

during individual interviews and at faculty meetings. At two of th6 schools,

teachers who Were unable to attend the meetings with the project director

were permitted to complete the questionnaires at their own convenience and

submit them at a later date. Ethnographic field notes were also collected

at, these meetings by "the project director. A-discussion of what took place

at these meetings with teachers can be found in Attachment 6.

1- !

Teacher meetings-at each campus. The meetings varied from one to one

and one-half hours and all were conducted immediately after class dismissal,

during the normal working hours° of,the teachers. There were clearly some

advantages'and disadvantages in having these meetings. Some Of the advan-

tages of the group format were efficiency and clear channels Of communica-

tion. Questionnaires. were administered to all teachers at.a school

simultaneously and it was not necessary to have to remind them at a later

date to complete the questionnaires. Any questions'concerning the meaning

of questionnaire items, thti purpose of specific 'questions, etc., were

directed to the staff meMber from SEDL who was present at the meeting..

Thl% direct communication probably resulted in a higher validity of.the

teachers' responses.

On the other hand, having the meetings after school had disadvantages

also. Teachers were.tired by 3:00 p.m. and were not able to work as well

as they might have if the meetingspuld have been held in the mor ng.

For some teachers, especially the ones who are overworked, this last hour it

of the working day is cherished as a time to do individual planning. Rather

than overburdening the teachers with too many test instruments at'a given

meeting, several meetings were held at each school, with no more than two-

\ *

three.questionnaires being completed,during any, given meeting.

4
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Teacher Interviews (Loll). All of the individualinterviews with

teachers were conducted at-each campus within a two-month period, from
.

December 15,'1980 to February 10, 1981. By taping the interview if,Was

possible for a trained Level of Use rater to judgethe extent to which the

instructional component was being implemented .(ESL', Spanish readirig,,etc%).
Aut

In addition, the interview provided the only structured time in which

teachers could talk indiviaually.to a SEDL staff member about their feel-

ings and ideas concerning the inservice program. _Some of_the teachers seemed_

to appreciate this opportunity to be listened to and for their ideas as pro-

fessional teachers to be re ected (see-Attachment 7).

Meetings with .Advisorld Committee and with Central Administrators.

certain times during the school year meetings were held with central admin-

istrators or with the advisory committee for the purpose of maintaining

:adequate communicationclinks between SEDL and the school district and

receiving information regarding the progress of the project, along with

corrective feedback for the implementation of future project activities.

Thus; these groups of individuals helped to monitor the progress of the

Rroject and were involved in what is cOMiTiary-feid to as formative

evaluation or process evaluation.

The meetings with central school district administrators were attended

', by principals, instructional coordin ators, bilingual coordinators, the

director of programs for bilingual and special education, the superinten-

dent, assistant superintendent and SEDL researchers. The main meetings

occurred in October 1980 and Apill 1981. The first meeting served as a

planning meeting while the latter meeting was convened to discuss some of
. .

the preliminary results.obtained from the teachers which were, relevant to

the district's inservice program. The notes which were taken at these

meetings are shown in Attachment 8. __
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The meetings of the advisory committee were different from those of,

central admini st rators in both the numbers and typei of individuals invited.
/(

The advisory committee meetings'were much smaller and consisted of more

-diverse groups of ind-Niduals from the community as well as the school

district. Principals, the bilingual program director, and teacher and

parent representatives from ea school were invite4,to the meetings. Thus,

the advisory, committee 17cited help from the community and it was felt

that parents should be involved in deCision making if they desired, since

,their children would be the indirectvbenefic4ries of any changes made in

teacher.inservice education.

While several parents did attend these meetings, their low attendance

generally was disappointing. Perhaps the meetings should have been held

P

local,schools or private residences rather than in the board room of the

administration building. An attempt was made to at least move the April

1981 meeting to the bilingual director's office,,but only one additional

parent shokd up. If the project were to be replicated, it would be wise

to e special attempts to involve parents in the planning' of the project

from the very beginning.

At the onset of the ,project, the advisory committee reviewed copies of

the proposed questionnaires to be used with teachers. As a result of their

assessment of these instruments, several changes were made in the instruments

before being sent to teachers. For example, one pilot instrument, The Survey

of.Perceptions of Inservice Training, was slightly revised and shortened

because of some helpful comments generated by members of the committee.
f'

lister on in-the pr oject SEDL provided the committee with the. preliminary

.

results obtained 'fro questionnaires, interview s ari ethnographic field

note: They were asked to stutthedata carefully to determine which

29
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findings would be of the most interest to teachers, and be the most relevant.

for considering changes in the inservice education progr-am for teachers of ,
. -

LEP children., This was an important task to accomplish because only one to

one'and one-half hours wobld be set aside to report data to teachers at

each of the three schools.

The committee decided that each teacher should receive a copyof all

of the main results, including summary tables and graphs, but that not all

of the results be discussed at the meetings. It was recommended that the

?Professional Development *Questionnaire and the Concerns Questionnaire be

giiNen priority for discussion at the meetings, and several of the advisory

committee members felt that the teachers might be able to aid in i4terpreting

some of the findings.

All of the advisory committee meetings,were recorded on tape. Notes

from these meeting

1

can be found in Attachment 9.

4
6
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V, 'DATA ANALYSIS

°Tkes of Analyses Performitct

. .

Because of nature of the data itseemed appropriate to use mainly

descriftive,as Opposed to more experimental types of analyses.'

Since not all teachers completed every assessment instrument, either_

because of absence from the meetings or because an instrument was not

relevant for their particular job assignMent, the numbers of respondents in

each Eiteg9Q often were small or unequal. Hence, frequencies,- percentages

and raw numerical data were used ofteri in the-interpretation of the data.

The preliminary computer runs were done on all teachers as one group,

but while these data could give administrators and teachers an overall view .

of the results, they did not distinguish among various subgroups bf the

population. It was thought to be more meaningful., then, to per rm

separate analyses in order to determine the extent to which responses

differed from_regular classes'aom- teachers, bilingual education teachers and

special education teachers. In addition, separate analyses were performed

for the three schools.

Professional Development Questionnaire. Items on this, questionnaire

tapped areas in which teachers desired more illservice training. Each item

was rated by teachers on a4-point scale. The extent of need for training

in a given area would be rated either "not desired," to a little extent, ".

"to an average extent," or "to a great extent."'

requency runs by computer showed the numbers and percentages of .

teachers who rated each item using the 4-point scale. Data were available

both for all teachers who completed the questionnalre.as well as for regllar.
.

.514"

-:- classroom, bilingual education'and spvial education teachers. Tables were

compiTRI for each group of teachers showing the items rated "to' a great

-31
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extent".or "not desi "red" by the.largest.number of-teatherS. The reason for

--,-

reportingthe,items'rted as "not degired" was to pinpoint thoke areas in

which teachers already felt competent or simply did not have a need'for
4%

more training. By knowing this information the school, district would be

able to revise thecontent of its inservice programs accoVingly.).

Concerns Questionnaire. Depending'upon.the specific subject areas

taught, the teachers were asked to state their ,concerns regarding the

teachi Of ESL, panish reading, English-reading fdr LEP children or

Spanis math. Since the questionnairehas been used in numerous research

studie by the Research and Development Center.at the University of Texas,

the 35 test items were already normed as to "Stages-of Concern" a compute

progra was used to generate profiles both for .individual teacherg and-for

0
° groups 'of teachers° which showed their percentile's at each of the Seven

stages of.concern.

While these profilesomay have been intervstirfg and usefUl to some

individual teachers, they did not yield information, whichwas specific

enough to be relevant for planning an inservice program for teachers. As'a
o P

d'15' o'

secondary analysis ofhe data, then, a tally was made t6 determine which

°' items had been rated of highest concern by each of the'three groups of

teachers and at each-of the,three:schoolst

J Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire: hd computer analySis of data from

. --
...

this, que stionnaire.yielded a volumincio'printput about two -inches thick.

The main information obtained 'frOIM'igi.inal;siswas the proportion of

.
instructional time during the school day devoted Co English a's,opposed to

,

',,g

Spanish for all content areas, major content areas only, and,languag e arts.

In addition,, this time was further:, divided to show the prOporte of English

versus Spanish instructional time receiVed by children of varying degrees of
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bilingualism. The printout provided the above inft6atid% for all classroom
1,

teachers averaged together, for all teachers at 'specific scliools,.for bilin-

guaC"teathers only, and for each of 89 individuai,teachers.

'Survey of Perceptions of- Inservice Training here-were several typ4 .

of analyses performed on the data from bris414ipumen . Teachefs rated the

L

.
. .

first 16 items on a 5-point Likert scale from "not at all true" to "completely.*

.
true:" Overall tallies showed th,e numbers of teachers who rated each item

.

i - -
.

_ _at_different levels of the 5-10oint scale-.- The-frequency distributions-were- (

. . .

. \\

then ,studied for possible interactions, and secondary analyses Were.run
-

to
.

detect the presence of significant differences 'across schools. The !text 8
. . ..

items were checklists dealing with various procedures, incentives, collabo-

rating agencies, etc., relevapt to the districts inservice program in

recent years. Raw frequenciei were counted for each of these items'to ,get

an overall Cture of the teachers' responses. .The final 3 items were

open-ended im format and, teachers were asked to give their views regarding -
a

the strengths and wbaknesses bf the current inservice program. .Analyses for

these items were done by hand: The-numbers and percentages Of teachers whQ°

mentioned the same strengths and weaknesses were tallied and placed in rank

order as to frequency of occurrence,.
. ..

.

1 .

1

Level of Use Interview. The LoU.Interview was the only one of the
--,

vf v assesSment instruments to be-recorded on tap: During these interviews

.

the. teachers were asked to discuss the implementation-of an instructioial
. .

.,

innovation im the classroom. A trained LoV rater from'SEDL 1Ster listened
,.

. ,

to the tape% carefully to determine the extent to which each teacher was
. .

iTtlementing the innovation in regards to'sharing, assessing, performing,
-', o

.4

acquiring new knowledge, etc. ..An overall 'level of use was then assigned
,

/
to each teacher based upon the pattern of implement9'tion. Finally, a tally

'
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was made for each school,of the numbers of=teache at each level of use

for the different innovation components.

O
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VI." DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Some of the most important findings only from each Of the five

assessment instruments briefly are discussed below. A series of tables

'which preseRt a more comprehensive"view.of the results can be found, in

AttachMent 10.. Some of the teachers' comments, suggestions and reactions to

the test instruments can be found in Attachment 11.

'Professional Development Ques .ire. A rank order of the items on

the PDQ showed that the areas of -greatest need for teacher training-were

foryiteaching readingLand "attendin' to behavior prOblems." More than

half of all teachers completing-this questionnaire felt that these areas,

were needed to a great extent. Specifically, when teachers were asked to

411 why these two areasiVere*'given such a high prIbrity, they stressed the

need_ for all childrellto learn basic skills and to be able to read well.

Also the problems caused by ineffective classrodth management take. preciol

time away from the ingtruction_of major content-areas. One of th

Anted out that all teachers could benefit from more workshops in the area

of assertive discipline.

Several other areas WOth'were of a slightl lower priority Kit were

viewed as being needed to a*great extent -by more than 40% of all teachers

-;were "attendidg to individtfal student differences' -nd "organizing materials

ao,and resources." "Perhaps this results from the reality of desegregation in

the-schOols and the: fact-that teachers now must deal with heterogeneous
oN

ni
groups of ChilOren Who hve ;differing ,rieecis,aricl abilities.- It-seems to ,be

a positive sign that teachers are concerned with attending to the special

4 4 4V
needs of children, since it reflects their sensitivity to the importance of

promoting every child's educational development.

r
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In addition to the above results.fo all teachers, the bilingual
e

teachers whQ responded to this questionnaire rated several other areas as

being of a high priority for training: fostering the acceptance and appre-

ciation of cultural diversity and deterniining when a child, is ready to

transfei-, skills. learned in the first language to the second language.

Bilingual teachers realize the need for the mutual acceptaue and'appreci

tion of cultural diversity by school children from different-ethnic bac

_grounds_s_o_thatetter_understAnding_i5,OChiel/g0,.....The SecOrd_area_mentiOne4__

transferring skills from Ll to L2 is'an area which bilingual teachdrs across

the United 'States are concerned with and which is in dire need of more re-

search. Simply conducting inservice workshops in this area would not

totally eliminate the need of teachers far:Ind:Fe/training in the future%

Interestingly'enough, one of the areas which all teachers (including

bilingual teacheins) rated as "not desired" was to receive,training in the

philosophy and theory of bilingual education. When teachers were asked why

this was of such alow priority the most common response was that they. were

tired of attending workshops stressing theory which could not readily be

applied to the classroom. This type of statement has, of course, been made
. .

with increasing freqUency by teachers throughout the nation, and suggests
165

that some changes, need to occur in inservice 6rograms to insure that the

needs of teachers atse'being met. -It,would have bee5jess disturbing if
,

teachers had said that they already knew a great deal about the philosophy

and theory of biljfigual education, but this was not the case; instead, the

inabilitylo-apply these concepts Wasidiscourging them pursue further -

training in the area.

d
Concerns Quitionnarso,. This insti.ument was designed.to measure the

types of concerns that teachers have tOward educational innovations such as

36
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ESL, Spanish readinNnd English readin for LEP students. Only those
._ .'. 3 - -

teachers who were actually teaching intone of these areas` were to complete
- - ,

,. J
the questionnaire. In the case of ESL, teaches from all three schools were

os

very concerned with determining how to supplement and enhance the Current

'ESL program4. The need for,a Continuum of skills that teachers could use to

evaTiiti a child's level of performance was suggested by several teachers as

a means of enhancing the program. Other teachers admitted that they 400

not sure if they Were_providing_the_stddents with appropriate-instruction.--

,The lack of a structured. ESL prograM may "ave caused the teachers'at two/of-L

the schools to be concerned about not having enough time to get organized.

Jlach day.

A

, Some of the same concerns-/that-h-a, -' I^. SL were also

noted in teaching English reading to LEP students. .In addition, teachers

were concerned about students' attitudes toward English re ading; When a- sked--

to elaborate on their responses, they said that the children need to be

motivated to read so that they voll learn faster and enjoy bireir reading:
,

. , .) ; ...

At two of the schOols, coordination of tasks and people to taking too much

of the teachers' time.' One reason for this, at least at the K-1 school, ji,"

was that an open classroom environment resultS in teachers having to deal

with numerous groups of children throughout the day. feathers working in

self-Contgned classrooms-, on the other hand; do not have to deal with this

'siVation to the same degree.

For bilingual teachers teaching Spanish reading, Some.of the strongest

$
concerns were to know-what other faculty are doing in the area and to deter-

." AV mine how to supplement and enhanA'the Spanish reading program. In other

-Words, teachers feel that the prograM could be improved, especially if.

- better materials can be found or developed. Several of the teachers had

4 0
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criticized some of the" Spanish curricula for not being appropriate for the

children, either' because of difficulty level or dialect differences. -Other

concerns were very similar to those already mentioned by teachers of English

reading to LEP students (i.e., attitudes toward English reading).

Level of Use Interview. A total of 82 interviews were conducted

regarding the implementation of.whichever innovation t eachers had

responded to on'the Concerns Questionnaire. Results of the ratings of each

teacher's, Level of Use (LoU) showed that teachers had been rated at one of
...

. .

four levels of the LoU scale. Slightl, more than half of the teachers were

rated.as "Routine" users in which the innovation is being i plemented with

few.or no changes being made and with minimal problems of ma agement and
t

organization. The next7most commonly rated level was that of "Refinement"

in which the teacher has mastered the innovation to the point that she/he

' has the resources to implement changes in order toincrease-t overall

impact of the innovation on the students. Roughly 25 perdent of the inter-

views were rated at the Refinement level.

An.additional 12 interviews were rated as "MechaniCal." Teachers at

this level experience mild to severe problems in being able to-Implement

',. the innovation, with poor organization of materials, inadequate planning,

lack of behavioral management of students? etc. At least some of the

teachers.who had been rated "Methanical" were either new to bilingual edu-

cation Or in their first year of implementing the innovation.. 'With

add4tional experience and training, one would expect the level of implemen-

tation to improve to,at least the "Routine" level.

Several teachers were judged to have reached the ,"Integration" level
I

in'whicft they are similar to teacheri at the "Refinement" level except that

they now spend much timecollaboi'ating and sharing with other teachers in
.
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order to combine their resources for a collectiMe, impact on students.

In conclusion, teachers who were interviewed as to Level of Use were

found to-be at different stages in the implementation process. It would'

seem desirable for new teachers an teachers who are having difficulty

implementing the innovation to participate An a carefully planned inservice

program geared to their'needs. On the other hands those teachers who have

experienced much success in the impl.tmentation process could serve as role

mgdels and could help direct the inservice activities.

Bilingual tlasaroom Questionnaire. The results from this questionnaire

were viewed by some teachers to bq, invalid; thus, they will probably not aid

in designing an inservice program for teachers. Most teachers seemed to feel

that the, patterns obtained did not reflect what actually goes on in'the

classroom. Foe-example, bilingual Spanish dominant children in kindergarten

received an'average of only 16% of their language arts' instructional time

in Spanish, with 84% of the time being devoted to English.,
. 4

Teachers were asked at campus meetings to try to explain why the

results might be invalid. 'Seyeral teachers felt that the language classifi-

cation system had been confusing-and that they had interchanged the English
, .

dominant and Spanish dominant bilingual students. .Others may hamebeen

overwhelmed in completing the questibnnaine'since some teachers were rather

rushed when the questionnaire was adminiitered and they may riot have under-
,4

stood the'instructiong. Anbther reason may have been the fact that t-ii".4,

questionnaire does not ask for the exact. numbers of students of a given

A
language classification who -are being instructed during a specified. time

period.' For: example, if a teacher checked the category of Spanish Dominant

for an ESL class of 30 minutes each day, it is not possible to determine

whether onlyIne Spanish Dominant student was involved or whether there were

.25 Spanish- Dominant, students, etc.

.
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Survejj of Perceptions of Ins rvice Training. The purpoe of this

instrument was to assess all teachers' knoWledge and feelings toward the

district-wide inservice program. Results were very informative to both

administrators and teachers; only the most striking results will be dis-

cussed here.

Teachers were very much in agreement with the first Liert-type item

of the survey:- In fact, of 103 teachers,'nO one dSagreed with the statement

that "teachers should be given the authority to choose the type of .inservice

training program that they feel is appropriate for their school district."

Thus, teachers in this school district seem to demand a more active rather

than passive participation in the decisions that affect inservice training.

Along the same token, they believe that their superiors do not understand

their needs and should not attempt to dia*gnose their competencies. Only

,33% of all teachers agreed that "principals and district administrators

should diagnose the competencies of each teacher to determine the type of

inservice training needed.

Another area inwhich teachers were united concerned the implementation

of skills acquired in inservice training. About two-thirds of the teachers

agreed that there is not enough assistance and feedback offered to teachers

11n implementing new. knowledge and skills acquired through inservice training.

The time when inservice sessions should be scheduled was another issue

which teachers viewed to be important. While virtually all teachers felt

that to conduct inservice training during regular school hours is appropriate

AL
aldiost two-thirds felt that to have inservice sessions immediately after

school would be inappropriate. Only one eager felt that weekends would be

acceptable and virtually no teachers wanted to have inservice sessions

planned during evening hours. Since inservice sessions in past 'Years have

40
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sometimes occurred on-weekends or after school these results were important-

for the administrator%to be made aware of.

At the-end of the survey teachers ere asked to note strengths and

I

weaknesses'of the current inservice program. There were 30 of; total, of

---75 teachers (or 40 %) who stated that the fact that teache oose topics

for inservicesessions;is a major strength of the district's program. Also,

'16% stressed that the current inservice program is an improvement over ones

from past years. However, 31% of the-teachers listed irrelevant sessions

and materials as representing a major weakness. An additional 15% felt that

presenters of inservice sessions are inadequate.

\ When asked hoW one should go about planning inservice sessions, the

most common responses were as follows: to survey teachers for topics;

4ndividualize inServicesfor each teacher and perform careful followup of4
training; hire more competent speakers; and scheduleinservice workshops .

during the school day..

The next, and final 'section of this report-reveals that at least some

administrators have begome attuned to the needs of teachers, as obtained in

this study'. A brief summary of the,changes planned for the 1981-1982 school

year are presented in the next section.'
ti

0 S.
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VII. CHANGES MADE IN 1981-1982 INSERVICE PROGRAM

As of September 1981, several changes related to inseeVice teacher
A

education had already been made and otherg were being planned as a result

of SEDL's research study. The main changes that are being made deal with

inservice for bilingual education teachers; thus, the changes will affect a

large number of limited English proficient (LEP) students. While digtrict

administrators had already known befdre thelstddy'began that changes in the

inservice program were needed, the study provided them with concrete data

upon which to base these change§.

According to the director of bilingual education for the school

district a number of changes Will be made in bilingual' inservice when com-

pared to last year's program. The following list comprises the major
A /

changes that are being implemented:

. Teachers are to decide for themseives what types of sessions they
would like to ha6e and what topics should be discussed. Last year,

bilingual teachers were told which sessions to attend.

. Although teachers will have a major role in choosing topics for
inservice training, administrators will, still be able to veto
teachers'. decisions, in-the event of conflicts (i.e., administrators
may feel that some aspects` of bilingual education theory are essen-
tial to include in the inservice plans'especially for certain
teachers).

. Inservice training will be individualized as much as possible,
especially for new teachers.

. Inservice sessions which were formerly held on Saturdays will be
scheduled during the regular school day and will be ongoing.

. An increased emphasis will be made in looking.at the special-needs
of teachers, depending upon the school and grade level at which
they teach. ,

In addition to the above Changes, the English as'a Second Language (ESL)

_program is being modified-drastically-0 the following ways:4-

. Since teachers expressed a strong need for more help and training
in ESL a structured continuum, of skills will be deVeloped to serve
ESL teachers froth gradeg 2-6. Ldst year the continuum of skills.
existed for grads K an4 1,only.
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. ESL teachers will receive individualizA insgice training, with

teachers in the same schools collaborating £,ith each other aa-much

as possible.

. Teachers may now teach,ESL during a scheduled class period or they
may, opt to incorpoWzte ESL into the class curriculum throughout the
day..

While much leeway is given to teachers concerning the manner in
which they impleme6t ESL, they will be accountable for the quality
of theirperformance and will be monitored.

Implications and Conclusions

Aq
important implication emerging from the study is that school

districts might be wise in trying to individualize their inservice programs
.

for teachers as much as possible since teachers appear to be quite hetero-

geneous in educational background, experience,lability and pro fessional

interests. This individualization of training, however, should be the

direct.result of a.cothprehensiye needs assessment similar to the one con-

. ducted in this study.

A

In conclusion, the fact that changes were made in the schopl_district's

inservice education program for bili4`gual teachers as a direct result of the

findings, from. this study Attest to the iuccets of the study in fulfilling

-its purpose.- Not onlY werechanges made in the inservice program but the

,developmeht'of English as a second language .(ESL) materials for teachers of
,

T.

LEP children also Occurred because of the study's .findings. Wha,t will

.

be
. . _

important ollow up in the future will be the reactions of teachers to

these
,..

changes, and ultimate..4ly, it Will be important to determine whether

LEP children are in fact benefiting in their education from an improved

effort to meet their special needs.

/41
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Bilingual' Inseryice Project (den Ma /cos CISO)
Division of Biljngual & Inter ationi 'Education

Not for reproduction or dissemi tion

Conce ns Questionnaire

Name

Date Completed

IS is very'finportant for continuity in processing these data that we have a

-unigue number that you can remember: Please use:

Last 4 digits SS#

The purpose of'this guestiorinaire is to determine'the concerns of people
involved in the bilingual education adoption process. The items were'

developed from typical responses of school and college teachers who ranged
from no knowledge at all about viriousiprograms of instruction to many years
of experience with them. *Therefore, a good part of the 'items may appear to

be of little relevance or irrelevant 90 you at this time. For the completely

irrelevant items, please circle "0" on the scale. Other items will represent

those concerns "you do have, in varying- degrees "'of intensity, and should be

marked higher on the scale, according to the-explanation at the top of each
of the following pages. ,

For,exarie:'

6 1

0 1

0 (I)

(0) 1

2 3 4 5 6 (2), This statement is very true of me at this time.'

2 3 CO 5 5' 7 This statement is i:OMewhat true of me .nov4.

2 3 4 5 6 7 this statement is not at all true of meat this :ime.

2 3 4. 6- 7 This statement seems irrelevant to me.

Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you-feel
about your involvement'or potential involvement with English reading for LEP

students. We do not hold to any one definition of English reading for LEP
'students, so please think of it in terms of your own perceptions of what it .

involves. Remember to respond teeach item in terms of your present concerns
about your involvement or potential involvement with English reading for LEP

students.

Thank you for taking time to complete thii task.

o

Copyright, 1974.

Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project
R&D.Center for Teacher Education, The Universitrof Texas at Austin

Oct/1980
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A.4, _

4,0 1 -2 . 3. 4 .

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now
5

1. I am concerned about LEP s vents' attitudes t ard
English reading. ..

1

73

. 2: I now knolti., of some other English treadirrg programs

. I don't even knoiyhat English reading for LEP 'students

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

,that might work better..

4." I am concerned about not havi rig' enough time to
organizeyself each day.

5. I would Ike to help other faculty, in their use of
English reading for-LEP students.

6. I have a very limited' knowledg about ,Ertgl-ih reading'
for LEP students.

7. I would like to know thel.effecleorganization on
my profesitonal status.;

8. I am concerned about conflict between my interests
And my responsibilities: ,

6 7

Very true of me now

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a

is. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7

-1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ,7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6.7_

0 1 2 3 .4 .5

9. I am concerned aboutTevising my use of English,reading 0 1 2' 3 4 5 6 7
fdi, LEP students. _2'

deVelop workihglrelaiioriihips with both-
_

Our fadul ty, ad out/Side faculty pusing'English reading
r LIEF ,studepts. "

,:coqc t h4w Eng] ish reading affects 4.EP
_

students., re1 ,, 4,,. 4 ,

.12. 1 ompnot cohce4h1.44-bokIgyZ ish:reading for LEP
students.' e . .

4 . .
. 4 t,., '..

. -, '%,(b. '.1. '..: <

13. 1 would like t6 .know ho 4i<11` make the `decisions

regardfng English rea *Wg.fof_L ',students.,

' . ''... .

14( I Would like 'to discu tbs-pos ikility of using,
*Eng' i sb reading' for' LE taentS.

.

, , .

,, ,

15. I would'fike to know what reskcet, are -available, if
decide to adopt English roeadingildr.

, :. . . ,

students.

0 11 2

V

6 1 2

0 1 2

3 4 5 6

3 4 5 6 ,7

N
3, 4 5 6 7

- 0 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7

0 1 .2 3 4' 5 6 J

we ,0 1 2' 3. 4 5 6 7

.*16. .I am Coherned about'" my i nabi l.ity t mapagg all-that . 0 '1 .2 3 4 5 6 ,7
-English reading for it.EP students'r uires. :

.

,17. I would like to know how my teaching4 administration 0 1a,is supposed. to cha5ge. , : , ..
. -----

18. I would like to familiari'ze'ot'her departments or persoi- -0 1' 2
with. the:progress of EngJl is ng for LEP students.

(

Copy ght,
Procedur'es for Adopiing Ocatio

R&D Center for Teacher Education, The

974 if
1 Innoyations/CVM Project

of Tekas at Austin'
r-



'0 1 2' 3 4 5 6 . , ...op. 7

Not true of me now SOmewhat true of me now 'Very true-of-me-now.
,
.

19. I am concerned abou.t.evaIuating my impact on students. A-
t,

20. I would like to revise the instructional approach 0

of English reading for LEP students. _

.

'21. I am completely'occupied with 'other things. 0
.

4..;;.1

22. I would like to modify our use of Englith reading.flir 0

!EP students based onthe experiences,of our students.

23. Although I,don't.know about Engltsh readjng for LEP 0

students, I am concerned Art things in the area.,

24. I iipuld like-to excite my,LE0- students about their 0

part'in English reading.

25. I am concerned about'time spent working with
,o nonacademic-prOblems related to English reading for

LEP students.

26. I would-like to know what the use of English reading

for LEP students wjll require in the immediate future.

tb

6

27. I would, like to coordin44 my eTiort-With others to 0

Iliximize the effects of English reading for LEP students.

2£3. .I would lte to have more information.on time and 0

energy commitmen quired by` English reading for
LEP students.

29. I would like to know what other faculty are'daing in
the area of English' reading for LEP students.

30. At this time, I am not'interested in learning about, 0

English reading for-LEP students.

31. I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance '0
or replace English reading for LEP students.

32. I would like-to use feedba from LEP students to
'Change English reading.

0

33. I would like to know how my role will change when I am 0

-.using English reading for LEP students.,

Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of '0
my time.

r

, 35. I would like to knbw how English reading for LEP
students is better than what we have now.

.

3 4 '5 6:

'1 2 4:'-'. 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

.

1 k 3 4 5 6.,

'

1

1

2<,

2

3

3

4

4. 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6.

1 2 -3 4 5 6

f 2 3 4 5 6

-N.

,1 2 3 4 5 ,6

1 2 3.. 4 5 6'

1 2 3. 4-5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

r
1 2 3 4 5 6

5' 6

Copyright, 1974
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Projects

R&D Centerfor Teacher Education, The university of Texas at Austin
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-PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

1. School District

2r School Name

3. Teacher Name

A W

4'. Grade(s) you currently' teach: (check `one more more)

K 1.' 2. ,3 4 5 Other, specify,
-

. 5. Number of 'years at present school

6. Check title of your job at present school: Teacher Aide

Specialist Other, specify
--.

.

7. How long have been. teaching in a bilingual classroom, no counting this'year?

never 1 year 02 yeafs 3 years 4 years
,

5 years or more

8. In,your use of bilingual education, do you-consider yourself, to be a:

nonuser novice intermediate old and

'..past user

9. Proficiency in Spanish; excellent 'fair; ( poor

10. What is you001exas Education Agency certificationstatus7 (Check one)

State Certified.Teacher with Bilingual Endorsement

State Certified Teacher with Special AssignMent-Permit

State Certifie ieaeher with NO Bilingual IndcirsemPnt or Special

Assignment Pe

Currently t chingion an Emergency Certificate

Other, specify
)

.11, .Have you received specialized training in bilingual education? Yes.

If y , what tjpe of training did OU receive (.check one o; morel?'

college course(s) district sponsore workshop(s)

TEA/Service Center 30-hour Institute

1

No
\

- Other training (specify type and length)

12. Highest degree.earned: Associate Bachelor Masters Doctorate

13. _Year 'degree earned

4 02
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HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT

WHY DID YOU STOP?
,

IF YES:

O

LoU-INTERVIEW

,/

NONUSER

IN THE PAST? IF SO, WHEN?

CAf YOU DESCRIBE FOR ME HOW YOU ORGANIZED YOUR USE OF

WHAT. PROBLEMS YOU FOUND?

WHAT EFFECTS IT APPEARED TO HAVE ON STUDENTS? - 4ft

WHEN YOU AtSESS APTHISPOINT IN TIME, WHAT DO YOU
SEE AS THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES?

ACQUIRING ARE YOU CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR ANY INFORMATION ABOUT "
INFORMATION:

?

'WHAT KINDS?

FOR WHAT PURPOSES?

HAVE YOU MADE.A DECISION TO USE
FUTURE?

IF SO, WHEN WiL411/OU BEGIN USE?

5

IN1THE



-

LoU INTERVIEW

Spanish Reading

19
Not

CONfIGURATION HUNT

ARE YOU CURRENTLY TEACHING SPANISH READING?

(If NO - Ask aONUSER questions.

If YES'- Ask the following:

PLEASE DESCRIBE FOR ME THE STRUCTURE OF THE SPANISH READING, PROGRAM IN

YOUR CLASSROOM.

SEDL e/7§

" 'If needed, ask' the following estions to search out minimum criteria:
T 4°

1. What materials do you use Are, you using the Spanish version?

2. Whoiis it taught to (language classification of students) ? -

3. How much 'lime is spent in Spanish reading each day/week?

4. Is there a_periuLtpecified-in, the Daily Schedule?

ESL 1. Do you have children in your class of limited Engli -spea ing ability?

2. Do...you do anything different in oral English development for these

children that you would not normally do for Menolingual English-speaking
'children of the same age? If YES - proceed; -'If NO - go to NONUSER.

-3. Do you do this consistently?

4. Is this something you do frequeptly (daily? amount of time?)?

CONTENT 1: Now let's talk about the content areas: Is there any content area (math,.,

AREAS .science, social studies) that you teach the concepts first in Spanish?

If YES 7 proceedk. If NOW- go to'NONUSER..

.,

2. Single out the area, or one of the areas mentioned, and ask, "
do this consistently?"

3. Is this something you do frequently (daily? amount of time?)?

Minor Content Proceed as in CONTENT AREAS above.
Areas

t1

CULTURE. 1. Tell Me,about ahy kinds of things that you dothat might fall in the
area of CULTURE IN THE CLASSROOM. -

2. To whom ts this taught (language classification Of the students)?

3. Do you do this consistently?
\

4. Is this someAing yod do frequently (daily? amount of time?)?



LoU INTER

USER

SEDL,.2/79

ASSESSING/ WHAT DO YOU SEE AS Tl STRENGTUS AND WEAKNESSES OF YOUR OWN PROGRAM
KNOWLEDGE OF

SAVE YOU MADE-ANY ATTEMPT TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT WEAKNESSES? (PROBE THOSE
THEY MENTIONED SPECIFICALLY.),

ACQUIRING ARE YOU CURRENTLY- LOOKING FOR.ANY INFORMATION ABOUT
'INFORMATION

,WHAT KIND?

'FOR WHAT PURPOSES?

LoUV 'DO YOU WORK WITH OTHER PEOPLE IN YOUR USE OF

HAVE YOU MADE ANY CHANGESIN YOUR USE OF
THIS JOINT:EFFORT?

IF YES: .

BASED ON

1. HOW DO YOU WORK TOGETHER?

2. HOW OFTEN?

3. WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE EFFECTS OF THIS COLLABORATION?
-

4. -ARE YOU LOOKING FOR ANY PARTICULAR KIND OF INFORMATION IN RELATION'
TO THLSIOLLABORATION? ''

5. DO YOU TALK WITH OTHERS ABOUT YOUR JOINT EFFORT (collaboration)? -

IF,SO, WHAT DO YOU SHARE WITH THEM?

6. HAVE YOU,ASSUSED, EITHER FORMALLY OR INFORMALLY, HOW YOUR
COLLABORATION IS WORKING?

7. WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE FOR WORKING TOGETHER IN THE FUTURE?

IF YES,lsk next question; if NO, proceed to sharing:

8. ARE YOU CONSIDERING OR PLANNING TO MAKE MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OR
REPLACE AT THIS TIME?

SHARING DO YOUEVER TALK' WITH OTHERS ABOUT

ASSESSING , (HAVE YOU CONSIDERED ANY ALTERNATIVES OR DIFFERENT WAYS OF DOING
THINGS WITH -

ARE YOU DOING ANY EVALUATING? EIT ER FORMALLY OR INFORMALLY, THAT
WOULD AFFECT YOUR USE OF ?

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ANY FEEDBACK FROM SSIUDENTS THAT WOULD AFFECT THE
WAY YOU'RE TEACHING

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH THE INFORMATION THAT YOU GET?.,

56.



Loll INTERVIEW SEDL 2/79

III/IVA/IVB -HAVE YOU MADE ANY CHANGES RECENTLY IN HOW YOU USE

4 WHAT?

WHY?

HOW RECENTLY?

II/IVA/IVB ARE YOU CONSIDERING MAKING ANY (OTHER) CHANGES'?

PLANNING/ IN LOOKING40D TO LATER THIS YEAR, ,

STATUS WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE IN RELATION TO YOUR USE OF
REPORTING

III-V/VI ^ ARE YOU CONSIDERING OR-PLANNING TO MAKE MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OR
REPLACE AT THIS TIME?

-1
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BILINGUAL CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

Southwest ,Educational Development Laboratory
Division of Bilingual and International Edhation

211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

The responses from this questionnaire will be used to
design inservice education for teachers, and will not
be used to eyaluate teacher knowledge, skills, or
attitudes..

a'

efivit
6

a

January 1979
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Teacher Name

Schdol

Grade Level(s)

Date Completed

INSTRUCTIONS

The Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire will be used to describe instructional
practices in bilingual classrooms. The Questionnaire is part of a project designed
(1) to provide educators with procedUres for describing the type of bilingual edu-
cation in their schools and (2) to identify staff development needs for applying
ibilinguakeducationssuccessfully.

The Questionnaire will take aboUt 30 minutes to complete. Information is requested
'in six columns. The example provided below shows how to complete columns one
through three. The discussion which follows describes procedures for completing
columns one through three and adds information on columns four through six.

In Column 1, Current Daily Sciedule, please list in time sequence the daily activi-
ties of the students in your claproom. If more than one activity occurs 'during a
given time period, list each of, the concurrent activities separately. For example;
suppose that from 8:00 to 8;30 one groulp. of students receives Spanish reading in-
,struction while another, group receives EngliSh oral language development. Each
,activity would be listed separately, as shown in the example.ds

I,

,
'' 2 'i,

.

3

CURRENT DAILY SCHEDULE ANTICIPATED DURATION LANGUAGE CATEGORIES

(for your homeroom
students)

COntin-
uous 3(ill

Year

Lon- -

' I Noncontdnudus.
(P1 ase. indiCate-e.g.,1 day
eac week; every other week, 2.

(of Students within
instructional
Groups)

HOURS ACTIVITY wee out of aver 4 etc. BB BE BS ME MS LL

8L 00-8:30
.

Spanish Reading , V . 1

17 V/
English Oral
Language
Developmeneb.

, , 0.4P

/

,

-/
TI:30-9:00 ......Science

, 2 weeks. u of eery 4 f V7-
8:30-9:00. Social Studies 2 weeks out of every 4 / 7
9:00-9:30 P.E. .

.

'4 days each.week V / V V V
900-9:30 Art

we'i4 1 day each week
4

/ p/ kf I/
In Columft 2, Anticipated.Duration, indicate whether the scheduled activity occurs
throughout the year (ye) or on a more limited basis (e.g., one day each.week, two weeks

of every four, etc.). If different activities Are scheduled during the same period
but on a rotating basis, please-IA-St-all the activities as shown in the example above
(e.g., from 8:30-900 Science is taught for two weeks with Social Studies being taught
the following two weeks before the-cycle repeats itself; from 9:00-9:30 P.E. is taugb
for four days each'week while ATt is taught on'the remaining day). .

rf

i.

The Language Categories noted in Column 3 are to becompleted for every Activity noted
in Column 1: For each Activity, check the Language Categories of the students partici-
pating in the activity. The Language Category Definitions and abbreviations are listed
on the following page.

60



Language Category Definitions

Balanced Bilingual (BB) -- Totally fluent in both English and Spanish.

Partial Bilingual, English Dominant (BE)' - -- Understands alpb spoken English and
: produces English utterances with native-like fluency and correctness in syntax

(grammar) and vocabulary. Also understands some/spoken Spaish and can produce
fairly complete sentences in Spanish but-with'lesa than native-like fluency. His/
her sentences in Spanish are somewhat awkward with regularized errors in syntax
and vocabulary.

Partial Bilingual, Spanish Dominant (BS) Undrstands all spoken Spanish and
produces Spanish utterances with native-like fluency and correcnesS in syntax
(grammar) and vocab lary. Also understands some spoken English and can produce
"fairly complete sentences in English but with less than native -like fluency. His/
ter. sentences in English are somewhat awkward with regularized.errors in syntax
and vocabulary.

Monolingual English 1E) -- Understands all spoken English and speaks English with
ease,and complete native-like fluency and correctness. If any Spanish is under-
stood or spoked it ien6 more than a few isolated words or expressions.

Monolingual Spanish (MS) "Understands all spoken Spanish and speaks Spanish with
ease and complete native-like fluency and correctness. If any Engligh is under-
stood or.spoken it is Ino more than a few isolated words or expressions.

Limited English /Limited Spanish (LL) -- Does not have native competence in either
English or, Spanish. It may appear that be/she_undetstands spoken English and .

Spanish but the oral p oduction in both languages is labored, characterized by
awkward sentences and ystematic errors in syntax (grammar) and vocabulary'.

In Column 4, the Primary Ins ructor of the Instructional Activity should be indicated.
.,Alternatives are the Teacher Team 'readier, Resource Teacher, Teacher Aide, and Other.
Select one (,,/ ) of these Oe Activity noted in Column 1.

. In Column 5, please check 'Le
Coldmn 1. Definitions of Sthe
category for each Instruction

Primarily .Spanish. Instructio
Simnish with only an occasiona

Language of instruction for each Activity listed in
four'alternatives are listed below. Select a single
1 ,Activity.

Language of .Instruction

is provided exclusively in Spanish or.primarily in
use'of English during the instructional period.

Primarily: English. Instructio is provided exclusively in English or primarily in
English with, only an occasional\use of Spanish During theinstructional period.

Alternating Use of Both Languag s. Both languages are used approximately an equal
amount,dr..:time during the instructional period., As distinguished from code-switching,
alternating-use-of the is characterilid by exclusive use df'one language

Aat a time. during an instructional event.
//

Code-Switching. This form of language involves introducing into the context of one
language stretches of speech that exhibi the other language's phonological and

. morphdlogical features. . f A

In Column 6, indicate the Language
ternatives are English, Spanish,,

/ft every Activity noted in Column/
/

-,,,

of Materials for eacInstructional Activity. The
both, or No Material. Select .one ( I) of these
1.

61



*KEY: BB = Balanced Bilingual
BE = Partial Bilingual, English Dominant
BS = Partial Bilingual, Spanigh Dominant

1 2

BILINGUAL CLASS

ME = Monolingual English
MS = Monolingual.Spanish
LL = Limited English/Limited Sp*anish

3

CURRENT DAILY SCHEDULE

(Of your homeroom
students)

ANTICIPATED DURATION

HOURS

Continuous

(All Year

ACTIVITY Long)

Noncontnuous
(please indicate,
e.g.,l day each
wk., every other
wk., 2 wks. out
of every 4, eic.)

LANGUAGE
CATEGORIES*
OF STUDENTS
WITHIN
INSTRUCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES
BB BE BS

'PRIMARY I
INSTRUCTI

(Chec

MS LL Teacher Teach
Team

ME

62. a
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7

Y.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

.

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Division of Bilingual and International Ilducation._ "

'2119East SeventMtreet
1

1 Austin, Texas 78701

1

(

r

The responses from thi; questionnaire will be used to
desigkinservice education for teachers, and will-not
be used to evaluate teacher knowledge, skills, or

* attittdes.,
4

January .1979- orm
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1PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION'

40" I

A

1141e. DATE

SCHOO.,DISTRICT
5

ie

GRADE

,PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please ditocle the nlimberthat best
indicates the extent to which you
desire professional giowth in each
of the following items.

,

.

1.0 [GENERAL INFORMATION 1.

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT:
4

1.1 the philosophy and theory of bilingual education.
a

1.2 .the theoretical foundations of second language

k 4
1.6 the individua itatIon of instruction for different

, language groups.

learning and teaching. 4

1.3 functions and patterns of language use (socio-

,

lingAistics).

1.4 the nature of language and of the acquisition pr

'1.5 the dift'erences and similarities between the child's
first an -sedond language.(s). 1

1 4

1 2

ocess. 1 2 3 4

1 3

1 2

<1.

1.7 the implementation of inquiry/discovery strategies for
learning.

1.8 tteSetting up of learning centers.'

I

I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE,ABOUT HOlkTO:

r

. 2.,1 group children' according to language classification.

2.2 Schedule activities for different language;v6ups:

'2.3 specify learning objectives,,

r7.4 sequence leeining'activities.

2.5 select materials for instruction.

--2.6 develop materials to teach Spanish language arts.,

*21/7 adapt materials to teach .Spanish langulge,arts.6

2.8 develop materials to teach content areas,
/

science,
math, social studies, in Spanish.

2,9 adapt materials to teach contareaa;
math, social studies, in Spanish.

A

a.
66

2

1

1 2

.1 2

i 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

4f

3

3

3.-

4

4

a 4

.0

3- ,4 '

3 4

3 4
a

3 -qk



Page Two

3 ..0 INSTRUCTION OF CONTENT AREAS I

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO:

.3.1 teach English as a second language.

3.2 teach Spanish'as a second language.
;

3.3 teach Spanish as a firw-language.,

3.4 teach English as a,first language.

. 04.J

W
4J
X
CU

4.) 0
0 00

0
-0 u0 MuI'
u X 0

f-1 G) i >
01 o 0 $4
N cu -W0 .7--iu i ..0 0

COu u
0
O 0.H

r-I 'El 4J

1 lb 3 q? 4

0
0

ca
cu

l' 72 3 4

1'. 2 3. 4

1 2 a. 4

3.5 'teach and integrate culture in thecurriculum and in
the classroom. 1 2 3

,3.6 teach science.

'
teach matN

3.8 teach health And physfCal education.

3.9) teach reading:

. 3.10 teach Social -studies.

teach fine arts (art music, etc.).

4,0 IMANAGEMEWTI

2 3

1: 1 2 "3'

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

,.I WOULD LIKE TO LEARNMORE ABUT HOW TO:
.. ..

, .

,
'',: .. .

,4.1 organize my.maierial esouices. 1. 2 3

4.2 collaborate with other teachers; teacher assistants,
and resotice personnel to improve. student achievement., 2 3

,- ,,
ll

, dlidiid4.3 attend to individual stuent'differences. 2 73

4.4. attend to behaviorproblems in the classrobm. 1 2 3-
9 .

'

4.5' use feedback and positive' reinforcement with students. .2
3

. .

.,,

4:ir fosterwcceptance and appreciation of cultural diversity. 2 3'
. ,.

, : .. ) . .If * .
Ae I

4
1, , . .

0

7,-

,0 I.
I

0 0

fI

0

fd

6 5
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Page Three

5.0 LINGUISTIC SKILLS

4s,

I WOULD'LIKE TO DEVELOP FURTHER MY SPAASH LANGUAGE
.

SKILLS IN, THE FOLLOWING AREAS;

4

6.0

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT:

,
5.1 the speaking and comprehension of Spanigh. ,

5.2 the teaching of Spanish language
°

&its.
at,

5.3 the teaching of social studies in Spanish.

5.4 the teaching of science id Spanish.

5.5 the teaching of math in,Spanish.

5.6 the teaching of health and physical education in Spanish.1
.

°5.7 the ,teaching of ,the .fine arts in Spanish. 1 2
P

0

IW

4 =

Iff

1 21 3 4

.1 2.. 3 4
, 9 .

2 3 4'

3 4

3 4

2 3

CULTURE

$

6.1 the nature and conDent of the culture of the, langdge
. .."

minority group.
< 1' 2 3 44, .J

/ ,
- "

.-6;2- the history of the,growIN ancestry. ,.. 1 2 3 4 '

. ,

d ,

6.3 the .Contributions of the gtoup(s) to history and cultiire. 1 2 3 '4
- 7

t
4.6.4 the contemporary life,stylt(s) of the group. 1 , A2 ...a "4

.

6.5 the differences and similarities between cultures'and 4 -, ,---

,
.t_ ._ _the potential for confliCt as well as opportunities

------1 .. ---they may create
4

for children. 1 ', 2-- 3 -° 4
.0. it

.

. -
-6.6 how the effeCts of cultural and socioeconomic variables

influence the students' general level-of development.
and socialization. .

.... 6
. .

7.0 l,ASSESSMENT AND' EVALUATION 1

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORABOUT HOW.TO:
J

7.1 assess,student's language dominance.

7.2 assess the student's educational needs in the.
aubject/dontent area

Sir
Maw

7

68
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e 0
. 7.3 diagnose -language needs and prescribe instruetioA. '. 1 '2 3

t . I

....MY 't
.7.4 'avalyze add, interpret miscues in reading and prescribe

. - 1
r,iistruction.,'. ..

,

8 .'o

7.5 administer sndinterpret individual reading inventories
. (IRI) in Spanish. '

,
. .1 2 3
4 <.,

.7.6 evaluate student learning progress. 1 2 3

4

T.7 evaluate the appropriateness of materials for bilingual
\education. . 1 3 4

.- .

7.8 evaluate the classroom learning environment% 1 2 3 4

7.9 determine when a child is ready to transfer from
in one language to reading in another. 1. 2 3

7.10-deteriine when a,child is ready to receive subject
.mitterinstruction.ln her/his-second language,

7.11 assess learning capabilities of children
aptitude, cognitive development).-

.

rSCHOOL,- EIMMUNITY RELATIONS

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO:.

incorporate commuh-ex resources int; the instructional

1

°

programs. 1. 2
,-

. .-
4

.84 foster community-participation in the school'ng process. 1
. .

2
.

.

'8.3 obtain more'information on' Community cultu traits. 1 2

:4 involve pa'rent's as participants' in the ttructional
process.'

., .. 1- 2

9.0 FOTHER I

4

3 4

3 '

..

3' 4

3

-3 4
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SURVEY OF PERCEPTIONS OF INSERVICE TRAINING

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
Division of Bilingual and International Education

211 East Seventh'Street
Austin, Texas 78701

7

The responses from this survey will be used to design
tinservice education for. teachers, and Will not te used
to evaluate teacher knowledge, skills, or attitudes.

b

Octaber 1980

ts
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SURVEY OF PERCEPTIONS Of! INSERVICE TR(INING

Introduction: The purpose of this survey is to determine the Perceptions of
teachers, principals, and administrators toward inservice traininQ in your
school district. The results will help the schbol district to plan next
year's inservice program so that it will better meet your needs.

SchoOl

Grade Level

Date

No. of Years in Distritt

1 2
84

3 4

Not at,all true Mostly untrue No opinion Mostly true Completely True

1. Teachers should be given the,authority to choose 1

the type of inservice training program that they
feel is appropriate for their school district.

2. Individual teachers should have the option of
not participating in'inservice activities.

3. Principals and district administrators should 1

diagnose tie competencies of each teacher to
determin the type of inservice training needed.

4. Inservice training should be designed to fulfill
needs which have been expressed by the school'
disttict and/or community.

1

5. Inservice training occurs as part of the teacher's r
. normal job at school during school hours.

6. Although not strictly a part of the teacher's job, 1

inservice training is job-related.

7. Inservice aining is oriented toward the teacher's 1 /

acquisition of professional credentials. ,

8. Conventions and workshops sponscired by teachers' 1

'professional organizationsplay a major role in
inservice training.

. Inservice training is designed to meet the needs 1

of individual teachers,'each of4whom chooses the
typesof training that s/he needs.

10. 'Teachers generally are provided with. sufficient 1

,',:assistance and feedback in implementing new
knowledge Or skills which wereacquired in
inservice training.

2 3 4 5

2 5

2 3 4 5

...

2 3 al 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 ' 3 4 5

2 3. 4 5

2 .5



7

'11. Much of the inservice training provided is not 1 2 3 4 5

relevant or cannot be applied in the clasghxm.

. 12. Inservice training sessions often are conducted 1 2 '3 4 5

by personnel who are not well equipped to handle

the task.

13. The cOntent of what is taught in inservice 1 2 3 4 . 5

training sessions is relevant to our needs.

14. The manner in which inservice training sessions 1 2 3 4 5

are tonducted is appropriate.

-15. Inservice training should reflect poi'sjble future 1 2 3 4

(emergent) roles rather than being limitd only
to the teacher's current role.

16: The focus of inservice training, rather than being 1 2 3 4 5

an integrated district-wide effort, has°become

-frogmen*.

17. Who are the,people mainly responsible for initiating or conducting

inservice teacher education 4.n your district? Please check one of

the following: .

0, Principals
Teachers -

Central administrators
Staff from Region XIII

Parents
School Board Members
Others- (describe)

. .

18. Which of the following provide input into the planning of inservice

topics for your di-strict?

Principals
Teachers'

'Central 'administrators .

Staff.frop Region XIII
ParerIts

SchoO1 Board Members
Others (describe) /

P

,19. Check the, agencies and individuals,listed below which have provided

inservice training for your school district during the past year.

Private Consultants -

ScAool district-staff
*University or college
Educationo;ervlde Center

(e.g., 0.egion XIII)

LAU Center
Texas education Agenty
Others .(describe),

1
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20. Check all of.the following which have been used by your school district
in providing inservice training for teachers:

Workshop or demonstration
session

, Staff meeting .

9

Summer institute
College couese
Individualized study
Programmed'instructi4n
Classroom observotion
Video tape training session
Conference (e.g., TSTA)
One-to-one discussion with

other teachers
Teacher-parent work session
Other_ (describe)

21. Check the procedures which have been used to evaluate inservice training
in your school district:

a_

End of Session questionnaire
, or checklist

Informal feedback to direCtors
or presenters (

Criterion referenced ,tests
for teacheili

Observation'orteachers, in
clasroom

Course grade
Attendance at workshop
Follow-up interview with

teacher
Other (describe)

22. Check the incentives.whith your school district uses in its inservice
training.

I

Stipend for teachers
Release time. for teachers

Education or_professional
career ladder

Upgrading of competencies
School district request yr
Professional certification
College credit
Other (describe)

23. Which a the followIng times are appropriate for conducting inservice .

training? Please-check:

During regular school hOurs
Immediately after school
In the evenings
On weekends

(
3- 74
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24. At what.time do inservice sessions currently take place in your school

disti-ict?

During regular school hours
Immediately after school

In the evenings
On weekends .

J

25. *Briefly describe the strengths of the current-inservice program in your

school district.

li

26. Now describe the weaknesses which exist in the district's current
inservice program'.

2T, If you-were in dharg of pfanning district-wide inservice training for
teachers, describe t process you would follow in designing. an ideal

program. Use as much space as you need to describe this Process:

Z
k

I

Ats

-4-
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Meeting with Teachers at Travis School
1.

November 13, 1980.

The first of two meetings at Travis School was held from 3:00 - 4:20 p.m.
for the purpose'of huOng 4th and 5th grade teachers of/LEP'children
compleie group-adminStered questionnaires. Dr: Holtzman from SEDL
directed the meeting, which, was held in the school library. Attendance
was very good. Besides teacbers, Mr. .Callendar (princjpall and'Ms.
Curtin (instructional corainator) were present at the meeting. Since
more than 6 monthv.had passed since the initial proposal writing, Dr.
Holtzman explained the purpose of the project to the teachers, how the
idea and need had originated, etc.' The remainder of the meeting was /,
spent filling out the following questionnaires: (1) Survey of Per-
ceptions of Inservice Training; (2) Professional Development Que3tionnaire,
and (3) Stages of Concern Questionnaire.

- Impressions of Teacher Reaction to the Meeting

There appeared to be several "cliques" of teachers who responded differently
to the administration of the questionnaires. In the center of the room were
seated a group of older, more experienced teachers, while the teachers at
the back of the room were'much younger. Throughout the meeting; the group
of older teachers chattered rather loudly among themselves. Their general
attitude was one of childish apathy rather than outright hostility. Although."--'
they were encouraged to do their own work, several of them were comparing
their responses' Comments could occasionally be heard such as u don't like
questionnaires" anti "Do we have to ,,do all of these questions?" By 4:00 p.m.
several of these chers were rudely shaking their car keys and were ready
to leave.

In contrastothe younger teachers at the back of the room worked inde-
pendently and diligently and were the last ones to leave the meeting. Their
written responses on the Survey of Perceptions of Inservice Training were
longer and more thoughtul than those of the other teachers.

The general reaction of teacherS to the Stages olkConcern questionnaire Was
negative for several. reasons. The main reason was that all teachers were to
Cpress their concerns in regards to teaching English as a Second Language
ESLYbut only a few teachers-actually have a period during thcday in which

they teach this component. The confusion seemed to resultbecause (1) the
proposal had-stfted that all teachers of LEP childrenat Travis-School would
fill out ESL, and (2) the principal felt that all teachers of LEP children
teach ESL in a sense, simply by having these children in their classes. In-
'retrospect, a more appropriate component feiJqhese tea ers would have been
English reading for LEP.children,

Other reasons for the:negative reaciAlffe0.the SoC was that teachers did not
feel aeease ih marking items as bitt*elevant. More than one teacher
said that she, preferred to not pup- A'AiigirkfOn the questionnaire, Moreover,
several items were unclear and had fd tie' 4tained (e.g., "I would like to kno
the effect of reorganization on my professional status.") It was only later,

7?



-Page Two

after they had been working on the questionnaire for 10 minutes, that they

were told about how these items could not be revised by SEDL, and that the

R&D Center would use a standard computer program to run the analyses.

The meeting adjourned at 4:20 p.m.4With Dr. Holtzman telling the teachers

that the second meeting would be held in late December or early January.
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Meeting with Teichers at Crockett School

December 2, 1980

The first of two meetings at Crockett School was held from 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
on December 2, 1980 for the purpose of having K lst.grade teachers of
LEP children complete gr6up,administered questionnaires. Dr. Holtzman
directed the meeting which was held'in the school cafeteria. Besides ,

teachers, others.present.for at least .part of the meeting were La Rue

instructional coord natOr). Dr. Holtzman briefly reviewed the

Miller (principal), Yolansia-Arendarez (Bilingual Director) and Paula
Hamilton (

history of how the project came about and what its purpose will be in
relation to the school district's inservice program. The two queStion-
naires which-Were filled out were the Surveacof Perceptions of Inservice
Training and the,Bilingual Classroom Questi-Ohnaire.---

Impeessjons of Teacher Reaction to the Meeting

Sqme of the teachers were late to this meeting and attendance was, less than
. optimal. Although.the teachers were slow to quiet down, they experienced
little difficulty in completing the 'questionnaires.: Ms. Almendarez had
predicted that the Crockett teachers would be the easiest to work with,,
'since they have participated in the past in research projects:wHich SEDL
and other organizations have conducted.

i

.Understandably, some teachers-did have.some difficulty filling out the .

Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire (BCQ). The "open classroom" environment
at Crockett results in teachers having to teach wide diiierse number of
instructional, i activities to heterogeneous groups of children. Their
schedule during the day are quite complex, making it difficult to fill
out the BCQ. Dr. Holtzman explained, how the questionnaire should be filled
out to show concurrent instructional activities.which occur during a _

specified time period of the school day. General teacher reaction to the
.questionnaire appeared to be neutral to positive.

Teachers were told that the second meeting would be scheduled some time
in January and that iliaddition, a SEDL staff member would set up appoint-
ments with individual teachers to talk'to them about their use of one or -

ore content areas which they teach to LEP children (Level of Use Interview).

Is 7'd
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Meeting with Teachers at Bowie School

December 3, 1980

:the first of two meetingi at Bowie School was held from 3:15 - '4:00p m.
for the purpose of having.2nd and 3rd grade teachers- of LEP children com-
plete group-administered questionnaires. Dr. Haltzipan directed the meeting
which was held in the'school cafeteria. Attendance was good, considering
teachers' busy schedules close to the holiday siason: ikesidesthe teachers,
others present at the meetinginlcuded Ms.Ainn- (instructiapal coordinator),
and Ms..Lesak (tlingual coordinator). Because-of,.the short amount of time
allotted for.the meeting, Dr. Holtzman spent onlyya few minutes, to briefly
explain the history a purpose of the projec to-teachers.

.0

ImpressiOpsrof Teacher. action to thelleeting
,..

Since we had already conducted meetings a Crockett nd at Travis Schools;
this meeting went quite wAttendance

could have been better;"but the principal was unable toattend I

ell. Teachers were coopel.ative end task7oriented. ,

and we were told that teachers were quite busy. he Survey of Perceptions .

of Inservice Tr4ining and Stages of Concern Question ire (S9C) were completed
at the meeting.. Teachers felt t t some of the items of the SoC were unclear'
or irrelevant, but generareac on to the twocquestionnaires.appeared to be
either neutral or postivg. It was'especitly helpful to have the bilingual
coordinator there at the meeting. Since she knows most of the teachers, she
was able to tell Dr. Holtzman which innovation components would be approprtke
for individual teachers to complete.on the SoC.

_ -,- .....___1

Dr. Holtzman thanked teachers for their cooperation and told them that the
_

nextmeeting would be held in January, 1981. :

1
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Meeting with Teachers at-Bowie School

,Jandel 29, 1981

The second of two meetings at Bowie-School was held from 415-4:00 p.m.
<on January 29, 1981, in order to 'complete the remaining grbup-administered

questionnaires.. Dr. Holtzman' directed this meeting'which was held in the
school cafeteria. Both the principal, Mr; Doyle, and the teacler reppe
sentative from the advisory committee were present at the meeting,--and helped
to facilitate the data collection process. The main instrument to be filled
out was theBilingual Classroom Questionnaire (BCQ) in which teachers a
asked to provide written documentation of their classroom schedules.
second instrument was the Professiokal Development Questionnaire (PDQ)
which each teacher pinpoints the iteed for professional growth in speech areas
of competency. At the end of the meeting the teachers were told that we at
SEDL wokuld analyze the, data by computer program and would be able to schedule
another meeting with them in about 1-2 months to discuss the results.

ressions of Teacher Reaction to the Meetin

The meeting progressed.smooity with few or-no problems. leachers generally
)

were cooperative and task-oriented, as they had been during the first meeting.
The bilingual coordinator tia.d told Dr. Holtzman that attendance at the
meeting would not be optimal beCause_some of the teachers were ill With the
flu:

The only negative reactions to the questionnaires occurred when several
_______teachers were confused about how to fill out the-Bilingual Classroom :

Questf5hnetre..A1soone teacher was seen muttering the following to
,. herself while filling out .thi- Professional Development Questionnaire:

, - "We need to be teaching these children much more in Ehglfsh--not 11_.
,

IJ
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Meeting with Teachers at Tfivis School

February 10, 1981

The second meeting,with teachers at Travis School took place on
February 10, 1981 for the purpose of completing the remaining gtoup-
administered questionnaires. Dr. Holtzman directed the - meeting which was
held in the school library from.3:00-4:00 p.m.: The principal,-Mr. Callendare
and the instructional coofainator, Ms. Winn, were_present at the meeting and
helped with'the administratton of the questionnaires. The,two questionnaires
were the Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire (BCQ) and the Stages of Concern
Questionnaire (SoC). The SoC questionnaire had already been administered in
November for thN ESL component, 'and'it wa§ "re-administered at this meeting
to those teachers who teach,English reading.to LEP students.

Impresst6Cis of Teacher Reaction to the Meeting

Teachers seemed somewhat more pbsitive at this meeting.than they had
been at the November 1980-meetinql. Perhaps they were more at ease since
they knew more or less what theYwoold be required to do (the printiparhad
told them that the` meeting would onhi,lastkuntil 4gH0 p:m. and _that they
would be completing more questionnaires like they had done at the NoveMber
meeting).- When DrHoltzman suggested that_the teachgrs could work in
groups to fill out the BCQ, they seemed, very .receptive to this idea. Also,'
it may be that these teachers did not feel a% threatened in filling out
'this questionnaire because it asks for a detailed summary of their daily ,j
classroom schedule (factual infOrmation) rather than-attitudes or opinions
(subjective information). For example, there were negative comments made
by some teachers while completing the SoC questionnairCeven thoughkthel'e

----!were not as many as these had been at the November meeting. -0fie thacher 7'

was heard to saY'emphaticalR to herself,."I just don't like this-question-
naire at all."- Moreover, a count of questionnaires revealed later that only
A pontion.of those teachers who teach English reading to'LEP-students at the
,schoolactoally'completed this questionnaire. While it may be!_troe that
some of them do not-view their students to be limited English prfticient,
others simply elected not to complete this questionnaire for whatever reason.
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Teacher Reaction .to Level of Use Interview

December 1980 .
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Teacher Reaction to Lev41 of Ute-('LoO) Interview-.
. --Crockett Schobl--

December 15tht 4th,80

. Tomas Rodriguez! Impressions

)Fi rst Grade4 -
14

.

. 'As a group, teachers involved in rS1.44ere better prepared, had more.'";
experience, had taught ESL at least one year,

. . First.grade teachers did not state quite,as high a need* for supple-
mentary materials as did K teachers.

.

. First grade
,_.

teachers said kids
.

can do sound-symbol association very
well. They seemed more concerned about progress in-sound-symbol rather than .

in comprehension.

'Kindergarten:(
.

. - : t' r- 3 , .

, . Teachers, were more at mechanical Tevel bifgaUse it was their first --)year of teaching . .

V

3

.
: Teachers talked a lot about problems of time_and organizing kids, the,

.-.need for supplementary materials. ,
4

44
.

, .,..
.

. .
,

.

.

,
. More teachers seemed to be teaching ESL by assignmentratheg than-

'their own choice:
-

. ,
, Some teachers felt that less Spanish should beused in teaching ESL.'

,

Pnth Grades:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

. Teachers said they need more time with other members of their team
. plan and to evaluate children'S progress. However, they did MA seem to

.be actively' involved in.correcting thikproblem.

. Teachers.werkinvolved with numerous innovatins ( .g,,,,.team teaching,
units, head teacher, open classrooms):

. Only one teacher reacted somewhetnegtiyely!to the LoU interview.
Most teachers seemed to enjoy the interview.

(Additional tOmments (B. Matluck and W. Holtzman) 4A

. Teachers felt that they havettheir own expertltr within the district.'
They do not like outsiders coming in to give inservice training.

. Teacher centers, where teachers who,have specific skills could
collabOrdte with their peerS, might l)e, a good 'thing to try. Yolanda. k

.Almen4arez, Bilingual Director,.' is ourrently writing a proposi-to obtain
funding fOr ademonstration'center:

=c
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Page Two_

.

. -

A'major priority is for teachers to'haye more time to organize and
i'Nimplement ideas andttec4niques which they-'already hav.

low

; . Although teachers tonsider themselves to,be prOfessionals, they
feel that the central administrators have treated ttem nice laborers. This

results in a,militant attitudeand causes them to refuse to work overtITTle.

(

O \

.
A very.highpriority,amongLteachers at Crockett is to be granted

more:planning time.
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IMpress4ons of Teacher Reaction to LoU .Interviews - -- Bowie' School

January 28, 1981

7* ,
All of the teachers who ,were 'interviewed by Dr. Matluck and Dr.

Holtzman seemed to react in a positive or neutral manner to,-the interview.
One'of the -Oder teachers said during the course" )f,theintenliew that
some of the 40estionvwerCeffective in causing her-to really think hard
about her current prqrpm (e.g., strengths and weaknesses): Several

teachers during the interview suggested ideas that might improve the
district's tnservice program. One teacher recommended that pre-service
days be scheduled earlier in. August, while another teacher expressed a
desire'to have More of-the leaders of inservicew6kshopsbe experienced
teachers with experttse in-different areas of competency.

;An improvem4nt in thOnterviewing technique 's recommended at an
advisors.committee meeting by the teac5ev4reprgsentative from Bowie.School.

'.,111e.said that some of the teachers had felt somewhat intimidated by.the
presence of the tape recordkr. (The interviewerselso had recognized the

,situation with some Of the teachers). She recommended that more time be

taken at future interviews to reassure the teachers that their competence
is not.bei g evaluated'nor are we atteRpting to ddcument 4ncons4steneies
in the program or noncompliance with dAtrict policy.

4.
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Impressions of-Te4her Reactions to LoU InterviewsTravis School

i February,10, 1981
81,

A total-of 13 teachers- were interviewed ,by Dr. Holtzman and Mr. Rodrjguez

from.8:3(112:00 noon.: It was interesting to note that all teachers who were

interviewed appeared to be eager to talk on a one-to-one basis about their

-teaching. The tape recorder only seemed to elicit mild'anxiety in a few of-

the teachers-(a larger, more inhibiting recorder. had been used at-the other ,

if
two schools). Of course, it is. not Own how the other achers who were

not interviewed would have responde . - - .

There were two-observations resulting.frpm these interviews thit seemed

to be particUlarly relevint4to document. Theefirst was-the fact that several

teachers-mentioned that it would be extremely.helpful to obtain a sequence

of hierarchical skills on which to focus-their teaching of ESL. They felt

reasonably satisfied'with their ability to teach ESL,'but nonetheless felt '

that they needed a more 'organized skill,sequence in which tojollow,

,A different type of concern was.expresse by>another teacher who was .

quite honest and straightforward in her comm ts. She had felt upset and

offended after filling out the Stiges.of Concern questionnaire. When-asked

to specify the foot of her concern_this teac er.replied pat she did not

like to have us evaluate her attjtude'toward teaching LEP students, and

that we could never know what teachers' 'tru: attitudes-really are, anyway!

She felt that we would blame the teachers fur the 16w achievement of LEP

students, and that -their -negative attitude owards-these kids.was the reason

for the low achievement. This teacher's c. -nts were extremely enlighten-

ing, and it would be interesting to find o t if other teachers feel nega--

tively towards this questionnaire for the -ame reasons.

w.
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Inservice Mieting * October 1, 1980

Staff in Attendance

Iris Blythe, Qonzalo Garza, Don Williams, Yolanda Almendarez, DoMin ez, Wayne Holtzman, Jr.

`4.

Purpose of Meeting

The purpose of this meeting wa- s to inform the spool administration of our
Inservice Project being funded and to reorient them.to the scope, content,
timerinea, etc., of the project.

9 . t

Decisions Made

1. Teachers are to write names on tests that they take.

2. Two additional instruments measuring teachers' attitudes toward inservice program
and capacity to.imp eMent change (proposed by Dr. Dominguez) were tentatively
accepted by the gro u p.

013. Dr. Garza will be sent copies of the two instruments,for review and wily also
be seat a sample of BCQ.

. .

....
,

4. A luncheon will be held'from 11:06-1:00 on Octobr.9....T1ie purpose will be to
reorient the principals and their coordinatorsof our three target schools to
the Inservice project. Centralspinistration staff will also attend. Ms.

Almeddarez already has made reservations. A picket of .materials describing-
, the prOject will be given to them et that time. ,

5. it the October 9th wmeeting e will Set :up dates to meet with gro s of teachers
.

seParately,on each campus for purposesof orientation to the study.

6.. Dr. Garza designated Don Williams ashe primary contact person at, the centfai
administration level.

4 Ir \ '
t. ...

T. ,Dr. Williams designated-Ms.,Almendarez to be the contact person in tbe schools,
and SEDL will maintain close contact with her regarding day to' day .questions or
concerns, .

Y
- . AM .

. ,

AM .

&.. We will probably pay substitute teachers t-manage classrooms for teachers during
'' ,e

the 30-45 minutes in which they willbe Interviewed on the Levels of Use instru-
.

. ments. a
1.

9%. 'Teachers'at-eachechool will soondeed to attend two one and one-half hour meetings,
after school. The first meeting will be to Orient teachers to project and to
administer-the two instruments that measure perceptions toward inservice program
and capacity for,-change.' The second meeting will Vc. to administer BCQ, PDQ and
'So0C.C. Teachers-will-probably be paid'a'small stipend for. agtendanCe4

- 'Dominguez anger. } Holtzman felt that two meetings would be adeded rather thad.
one, but thih,was not discussed with, the Other staff:) ,

JO. It was recommended 'that the three commWees (Advisory; planning,(Teacher)ibe
combined into'a new committee which will: be called the "Project Advisory Committee."
Dr.IfIlliams suggested that meetings be scheduled 41nly if'there arespecifiC
issues that need to be discussed. Dr. Dominguez suggested that the new.committne
elect a chairperson as soon is possible-. 7irst meeting isato be held sometime.
after-October 9/

8,9
41 ;
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Inservice eeting.- October 1, 1980, page two.

C&icern or Comments

. I

1.

0

Ms, Blyth did not want our project to alter the -schedule of inservice activities
which the district has planned forethiayear. She pointed out that only two
days per month are allowed for dlistrict-wide-inservice activities.

I

2. Dr. Garza suggested that maybe one inservice day per year be mandated for
bilingualeducations asitis for special education.

3: Ms.'Almendarez said that results from PDQ mightbe useful in reporting to Lau
abOut teacher nteds.

.,/

4. Mi. Blythe noted that last year teacher input was important in Manning far
iftstrvice. -.4411 teachers filled out a questionnaire from Region XIIf and then
principals met_to discuss results.

co

5'. Everyone at the meeting felt-that teachers see themselves having little input
into inservice planning, the district decides the content of inservia for
them.

(
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Luncheon Meeting with Administrators, Principals

1 October 9, 1980 .11:00 .m. - 12:30 p.m.

.

In attendande:- Dr. Gonzalo Garza, Superintendent'for the, district; Dr. Domingo
Dominguez and Dr. Wayne Holtzman, Jr..., SEDL; Dr. Don Williams,Assistpt
Superintendent; Mr. Ben Hardin, Assistant Superintend t for Business .

Affairs; Ms. Yolanda Almendarez, Director of Bilingual catioh; Ms.
Grace Hyatt, Director of Special Education; Ms. Sara Lesak Bilidgual4
Coordinator; Ms. Iris Blyth, Language Arts Coordin tor; Mr. Boyette
Boyle, Principal of,Bowie School; Mr: Yernard Calle dar, rinclpal of
Travis School; Ms. Paula Hamilton, Coordinator at Cro kttt Schfool; Ms.,
Lavelle Winn Coordinator at Bowie School; and Mg. P Curtin, Coordinator
at Travis School.

The meeting was hel, to inform principals and administrators that
inservice proposal ad been accepted at NIE and to orient them to
tnstrumentsproce ures, timelines, etc. Everyone met at a local
restaurant.

he

est

Dr. Dominguersdi cussed the history of collaboration betwten SEDLand 94144.
and the hard ork that had been done by,the advisory committee and planning
committee in p paring the propbsal. The purpose and objectives of the
'project were s ated. Dr. Holtzman then discussed timelines for testing.
'Handouts were distributed which described the data collection scheduled,
test,instrum is and object$ves of the study. Each instrument was briefly
reviewed and explained to the administrators.

Dr. Doming z'said that the total time that teachers will need to fill out
the, s=oup uestionflaires will be 3-4..hours.. SEDL will pay a, stipend for
meetings ter schopl. Substitute teachers will be paid by SEDL during
the time hat'individual teachers will be interviewed on. Levels of-Use.
SEDL can of pay teachers to attend meetings in the Spring for the purpose
of,inter reting data and planning modifications in the inservice training
plan. owever, Dr. Dominguez suggested that Dr. Garza might give release
time to the teachers so that they could attend these meetings at eachcampus.

*..

Themain conderntof the principals and,administrators seemed to be that all
teachers, rather than only bilingual teachers, should be, involved in the
project. Mr.- Callendar thought that all ,teachers should be given.011
questionnaires. Ms.' Blyth also supported the idea of involving all teachers

46 in the project and Ms. Hyatt was interested in hiVing Special Education
teachers participate as well, . Dr. Dominguez saidthat we could at. least,
administer some of'the questililinaires to all teachers, but that he intent .

i
of the proposatis for teachers of LEP students'. ?Dr, Williams e pressed
.concern that we not tae' much work. . . se ,

.
-, ,

Dr. Garza said he was excited about the project and .its potential fOr
improving - inservice evaluation in the district. He said that nne'iff the problem4
is that the current inservice program is too fragmented. MS. Almendarez said
that -it would be a goodideato gi-ve to cher he same handouts which were

.

presented at,tfiis meeting for the purpos of orientation..,
.

The meeting was. adjourned at 12:30'p.m.
g ter the meeting, Dr, Dominguez

asked Or. ViTlians to" send us the results from the inservice needs, assessment
Athat.Rggions.XIII,cillected,from teiCherslast year 9

_
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Meeting with School Administrators at SEDL

April 1, 1981 %.

Persons at Meeting: Dr. Don Williams, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum
and instruction; Ms. Yolanda Althendarez, Director. of Oltrigual,Education; Ms.
Blyth, Langugge Arts Qoprainator; Dr. Domingo Dominguez,.Dvisi-on Director at
SEDL; Dr. waghl Holtzman, Jr., ProSect Director at SEDL.

Several key stiff.froffthe district who have'collaborated with SEDL on the
inservice project came to SEDL for an initial meeting. First, a liintheon
from 11:10 a.m.-1:00 p.m served as asocial fundtiow fn which'SEDL and /district
staff membert could Oat informally. After lunch,. Dr. Holtzman and Dry. -

Dominguez discussed the results with the district staff. Each person aos
given a notebook consisting of numerqus tables which had been created from
computer ftintouts Results from each of the tour qAtionnairesand the
structured teacher interview'were all discussed one at a time.

,. Reaction to the Results

With so much data to study and discuss, there was, not much time.for the school
district staff to giN;e feddback 6'r to "digest" the data: However..several
comments were made. ML. lmendarez said that the way in which the data was
summarized in tables was clear and easy to understand. Dr. Williams was
surprised thaeone of the highest priority needs/for teachers on the PDC ,

was. to teach English as a rirst Lansimage.las_opposed to- teaching English as,
a second language). -Teachers will be asked to-exRlain the nature,of this
need at the campus meetings to be scheduled for May. Dr. Williams felt that
the information from the Survey of Perceptions of Inservice Training instrument
WaS--interestinVand seemed to confirm many of his own beliefs. Item #1, .

r with which teachers virtually all agreed, was of particOar interest to him.
It was. stated as follows:' "Tdtchers should be given the authority to choose
the type of inservice training program that they feel is-appropriate for their -

school dist?ict."

:% 9.
Dr. Williams suggested that we plan a meeting in the near filture to inform the
superintendent of our results. ,

o
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Meeting With Administrators

April 9, 1981.-.

Names of Sta-Yf:Who -Attended:

SEDL Staff

Dr. Domingo Dominguez, Division Direc tor.
Dr. Wayne Holtzman,Jr.,.Project Director

Central Administrators

Dr. Gonzalo. Carp, Superintendent
Dr. Don Williamt, Assiant Superintendent for Curriculumand Instruction
.Ms. Grace Hyaft, Director of Special Education
Ms. Yolanda A mendirez, Director of Bilingual Education :f.

Q.5 ,

ifioncipais -

Ms. LaRue.Miller, CrockeitiSthool
Mr. Boyette Doyle; Bowie School
Mr. Bernard Callendar,'Travis School

Coordinators

Ms. Iris Blyth, Language Arts Coordinator
MS: Sara. Lesak, Bilingual Coordinator
Ms: [liana Carbajal, Bilingual Coordinator
Ms. Paula Hamilton, Crockett School*

- Ms. .pvelle Winn, Bowie School
Ms., Curtin, Travit School

Summary of Meeting:.
. Air .

x All- staff met,at 12:00 noon,at a local restaurant, with tnp'actual
meeting _being conducted immediately after lunch, from 1:00 -2:00 p.m. Dr:
Dominguez opened the meeting by thanking district staff for their cooperation

.during the data collection phase. He reviewed the purpose behind each of the
assessment instruments and pointed out that different Aypes of information -

were being gathered froM each,q9estionnaire. Next, Qr. Holtzman-briefly
reported.ome:'of the more Interesting findings of the study. Each staff
member was given-a foldei- with sdmmaty data rep6rted in various tables.: In
addition to the, summary data which*concerned the Whole"sChool.dtstrict,.each
person was provided with additional tableswhich contained mOre specific -

data which was relevant only to their school'br,administr'ative position. For
example, the principal at BowieSchool received data specific -to his schools,
the Special Education Dire tor was provided wiledata that had been collected
from Special Eduption teachers, etc..Sode bvefalf differences and similarities
in the way teachars- responded .to the pestionner4s 'at the three,schools were ,

highlighted.
.

.a.

fi
Y.



-.SEDL/Distri'ct Joint -Meetinc

April .9, 1981

Page Two

..

_Dr. Holtzman said that he would be happy to meet with each principal and/or
instructional-coordinatorfindiOdualTy to discuss the, results il_more detail.
He emphasized that they would be better able than SEDL staff to really get'
a handle on the meaning of the data, since they know the teachers at their

respective schools. He also:sulggested caution in- interpreting the results,

not to.Overgeneralize beyond the limits of:the data etc.

ReaCtion from the district administrators to the resultsis not known'fot- . ----1

.sure, but seems to be positive-, There definitely Was more interest expressed
in the study at this meeting than there had been at, the October,1980.meeting7
Attendance was also excellent; everyone- who had been invited to the meeting
was present,: with several uninvited additioloal administrators-also present
because of their interest in the study . There was.little time for comnients,
but nonetheless, there were several_ recommendations made: - )

. .

Di A principal-asked Dr. Williams how the data compared with'the inservice
needs assessment collected:by Region XIII last fall, -Dr. Williams'said
that'he did not know. but that a comparison of the data Might help Region
XIII bettiF-Tociii-Thi-Eontent of their weiRShops- for next year (general

topics have already been-decided upon). Also, some topics offered, by

Region XIII may possibly be related indirectly to teacher competency needs

collected by SEDL. Foraxample, Region XIII offers workshops on how to
deal with stress; it, is possible that the teachers' hit need to learn

imore about classroom management and behaior problems ich was evident

on SEDL's Professional Development Questionnaire means that teachers car-
t rently spend time-and energy trying to control and discipline students,'

and this would !take their job moca stressful. To help them deal with
stress makes them, More/able to fulttiOn in spite of the classroom situa- 4'

tion; similarly, learning more about classroom management techniques might

make their job less stressful.

(2)__Someone suggested that the data would be useful to the district in plAnnilp,

insarvicp programs for future years,-especially.1982.- .

(3) Ms. Almendarez said that the bilingual teacher',s data would be invaluable

information in planning .the 1981-82 insert:ice program for Title VII bilingual

.teachers.

(4) Or. Garza felt that
inservice training
that a falow-up meeting ibe pl
about what had taken place
meetings. He was especiall

he data was useful in seeing hcw,teachers°perceive ,

d what they view their: needs 'to be: He :recommended,

nned later this year to inform.adminjstrators
the teacher,s.'. meetings and pareit advisory

concerned that we%should besure.to follow-up .

on any'recommendations that teadhers haveso that appropriate changes will '

be made in the inserviceorogram. .

It
a p

Dr. Holtzman closed the meeting by asking principals to locit at their calendars

and to tell Ms. Almendarez which data.would,je appropriate to have a meeting

after school with-teachers in order to diktuss the res,ults,with'them. . .

e
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Adyisery Committee Meeting

';November 19,-, 1980

Persotis in attendance :' Sara Lesak, parent; Lizaro Gonzalez teacher.;
Denise Foley Haulm, teacher; Adelaidd, GUerra, paCher; R. goxle, principal;
Yolanda Almendkrez,:13ilingual Director;' Wayne Holtzman, SEM.

Themeeting began at 7:00 plm.;and,was. adjourned at 8:30 p.m.. br. Halttman
briefly 'described- the collaborative ""ptanriing. and proposal wpting which had
beenundertake by SEDL` andthe,*-ditgrict, Next, the proposed functions
of the advisory committee ,was e;cplain'ed, in .44.11. Dr. Hol tzMan 7po i nted-'6ut
that the advisoiv -committee could .help monitor ,the project and proVide valuable
feedback and make` recommendations .tt o S.EDL about ho.W toc,:pro6eed. The,Comtnitteehas the potential to be an effective 4id, ih..,commUnicatidn,. since ,CoFn-prised of a schoo) distr-i-c-t-akimi-nistrator; piincipals.3,- teachers da pareets.

The _remainder 'of-the meetfng Was 'deVoted to to discbssion of the test in-7-
strumerAs to be used in,the project and committee fliemOers were, en50-,aged-. to
offer cemments and suglestions,. As a result of this meeting, the fdllovtinV

.discussions :were made:

°". '.An effort vould be Made to nett the Clumber OTImeetings td be,,ne3 ing
the year tince.Aga'chers and parents he veridusy sthedujesC.,

'decidedirthat de advisory committee, could serve-as a p14,nning.,,,edlipittee
9 :.'as well and itr would hdtipe neiCessary to fortn 'separate :pliiining Foktrittees..,,at ,each schoOl. .

0 -,
.. ,

. .' '-, 1 - i. , . . * v._ , -
-

. .

The next adviodey, committee .meeting Nil?' bi-Attferdule4 iti FOrigiarx, '''AEA%
' At that., time;'=Dr,. Holtiinarc wi,11, infcrtmofartici`pants re'gailing tire_Proires.,s,, - .

madet/thus'.fai-... , ,,, 4 -. .. " . .. ,4. .,,
... ......,, ,. ..

, . : .., , , ,,,, , . ,,,-, ; .. Yolanda said` that the Directtor .of Speci a L. ECtuza,,,tififf would - 1 i,kttie Sped al,. :.
education ..teichers included -the "stUdy, lj'fr .pC1,tii-ible.. Jt was:_dectded,-, that?' " ?..,

all teachent twfii5 ;teach" LEP- children vvoulti .1)e 0`j-ven the oppOrtkin4ft ::at each' -; ' '"' school to fi.11...V.,,,,any; of their_oup::questionnitireS,. ,if ttfey; ape red to,,,,,$e° .:.:. -.. releyknt..., ,

::r. , .. ,, ,,,i ,:, ,-
... ....'. :

i ` :'''f.. Mr. Doyle etpressed ton-ern lirrout the , arse amount b.
,..1, 4- .

6 s
NZ'tiwould;be-.4......".

peedeupto onddct,LoU indi int4rv.iews with, path er He bad ,.
been ender he impression'that it would not,be oecessar to include all
teachers -in the study. Instead; he re-ciaMmenderr that:all, teachers be giv.en..
the cillestionnaireS;*p that only"bertai n' ones be niehd ewed. (4.g. , bi-.
ritngualtaeachers, 'yd-T-Untefts, .teaCtres teichfng-ork thlki one 'component of.--
bilingual educatin,4e-te.lt.' De. Hoitzroo agreed that it:wckuld probab14,,..

bdssibld to 1 ifirrtthe rtUrfibeilof, interviews . 4 - :
;-

b.4g di

NOTE: SEDL taped' thiOieetilig- in full, order to maintain ,a c-dmplqe
docuMentati-on intparticiPants' i'espOnses.

-fr
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Advisory ComMittee,Meeting

January,28,.1981 .

.

4

1 , .-
Persons in attendance:' Sara'Lesak, parent; Amanda Ruiz, parent coordinator,
Lazar° GonzSlez, teacher at Travis School; DenTse ,Foley Hamm, teacher at .

Crockett School; Adelaida.Guerre, teacher at Bowie School; Wayne Holtzman,
Jr., SEDL. .

, , .: s .

. > ,
. .

- 6. it - .

'The meeting began at 7:00 p,M and was adjourned!at-6:00 p.m. 'The main
purpose of the meeting was threefold: to inform the committee of the
activities that have been completed at the three project' schools; to
describe the procedures which will be used im'diSSeMfnating results to
the committee.and to "district personnel; and to obtain'suggestionsfrom
committee members as to how to'facilitate future project activities-

. .

Dr. Holtzman reported that group meetings with all teachers at each of the
three schools have bedn_Deld'in whicH, questionnaires and surveys were filled
out. He said that it will' be necessary to have one more meeting at each
campus in order to complete the collection-Of data. /ndividual interviews

. between teachers of LEP students and SEDL staff have been conducted at two
.schools for the putpote of determining the extent to whiateachers are .

= implementing specific instructional components for LEP students. Within
. 'the next several weeks teachers at the third school will also, be interviewed.

Since the decision had been made at-the November, 1980 advisory committee
meeting to olimtt thenuplher of.teachers -tQ be interviewedronly about half.

. of the teachersiin Grades- 2-5were selected. At Crockett School (kinder-
,

garten,anii first'.grade), however, an attempt was made to interview all
- teachers. It'was'felt that the large number of LEP students in the tower

_Ades warranted.More extensive evaluation.

Next, Br, Holtzman discussed- -his" impressions of the teachers' reaction to
the questiOnnairet andinterviews. He said that some of teaChers, espedallY
at Travis School,bad felt,that the Stages of Concern Questionnaire was
irrelevant andlwwaste of time. The main problem seemed to be that they
were instructed to, use ESL as the 'innovation to be evaluated yet only some

' of,theSe teachers adtually teach ESL. At the next meeting Dr. Holtzman .

said that some of th"eachers will be asked to fill out this questionnaire
a secppd time, butfpr innovations which they actually teach (e.g., Spanish
math, English reading for LEP.students,:etc.). Committee members were next
shown copies of a ;uppleMent to the Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire 'in

which the teachers are given examples'ofvhqw their classroom-schedules
Should be filled out. Since the teachers at Crockett School had had some
difficulty filling ouethis questionnaire, the ekamples 1.4661O hopefully'
improve the quality of data,to be lathered from the other two schools. Ms.
Hamm, the teacher reptesehtative from Crockett School, was enthUsiastic
*about using this supplement and she felt that it help teachers better
understand hoKto fill out the form ,

4

0
6

A
tr. Holtzman ear4*d that most teachers seemed to feel positive about filling
out the Survey of Perceptions of Inservice Training, perhaps because it.......-

.4

97
4_
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asks them fortheir own views about Hbwthe'district'S inse'rvice programshould be organized and managed. They also seem to feel either neutralor positive about the individual

interviews, in which they were inter-viiewed by SEDL staff. Some of them seemed to apOeciate the opportunity
to talk about, the things they have been doing in their classrooms, changes *=they have made,.etc. Dr. Holtzman said that one teacher told hi after -the interview that the questions had been useful tn,causing her t Stop .for a minute to really think out thestrengths.and weaknesses of er ESLprogrim. The teacher representative from Bowie School, Ms. Guerra, agreedthat the interviews'were ggneeally viewed favorably;"Ver, she pointedout that several teachers had been intimidated by the tape recorder and
felt that they were being evaluated.. She suggested in the futurehat
the.intervieWer be surdto explain why she is being recorded and that hercompetence is not of concern, and,s e is not being evaluated.

Before adjourning the meeting, Dr. Holtzman briefly explained the procedurAswhich would be followed in reporting the'rZlults, once the data.have beenprocessed and analyzed. He said that meetings.wobld be held on eachcampus with the teachers, and that computer printouts would be distributedat that time (probably in late March):

As "a result of this meeting, the following decisions. were made:

. Dr. Holtzman.will check to see that a committeeMemberJfrom NewBraunfels is reimburs,pd for her travel to the meeting. -

Ms. Guerra will aid t4Chers at Bowie Schodl in filling out ttieBilingual Classroom Questionnaire
-

Once-data-analysis has been accomplished, the results will bep-repdrted first,to the advisory committee that will decide which data toreport to each 'school,
-

. The principal.at each school will decide how-the data mill be
prisente-,(e.g, at a group meeting of all teachers; by instructional :unit;individual feedback to teachers,. etc.) . ,

Thellext advisory committee meeting will be held on March 4, 1981.hat time the first results will be-reported to the committee.

40
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Advisory Committee Meeting,
, April 22; 1981

A

'Persons in attendance: Dr. Wayne Rotzman, Jr., project dir.,ettor from SEDL;
Yolanda.Alhendarez, bilingual program director; R. Doyle, principal; Suzy
Erlanson, teacher; Lazar° Gonzalez, teacher; Denise Hamm, teacher; Adelaide .

'Guerra, teacher; Amanda Ruiz, parent,coordinator; Sarah Lesak, parent;
Diana Carbajaf, parent.-

.

Summary of Meeting: The meeting begar'at 7:00 p.p. in.the bilingual educa-
tion offtce and ended at 8:15 p.m. /The purpose of'the meeting was to present
and discuss the results of the.inservice project. Each committee member was
given a folder .with the same data tables that had been distributed to
administrators on April 9, 1981. Tables showi.ng.overall results were given
to all-members, with data-more specific :ividuar schOols given to
teachers/or parents from those schools. Members of the4Committee were asited
to review thd specific data. frOm.their individual schools and comment on
the meaning of'-the results at'some later time. Tonight's-meeting, however,
dealt with only the overall. summary tables.

.,..
Dr. Holtzman_ briefly described the major results found-An'each of the tables__
for the four group-administered questionnaires and the,teacher intervi64.-
He told the committee_members (feachers'60-dailly) that their inputinto

_the-interpretat the data would be very helpful. Perhaps they could
shed fight^on.'why teachers at their schools answered certain test items the
way that they did.

o

The Concerns Questionnaire was discussed in detail because the items tap f

general concerns and are difficult to interpret. /.For 'example, teachers across'
schools.listed the following item astbeing Of great concern: "I 4m con- ,

cerned about how ESL affects students." However= ttie specific *Lire of this
concern is not known. Ms. Almendarez said that some teachers don't-under-
stand ESL as being total ,language development;14tead, they view it as
consisting of drills which are boring to students.. Ms. Erlanson however, did
.not believe that teachers view ESL as boring. She said that the main problem
teachers at her school are with ESL is that it is organized differently
this year and teachers are not yet.used to this new organization.

Hu the Survey of Perceptions of Inservice'Training, the committee members
were very interested in some of the results wbien: showed statistically signi-
ficant differences for some items across schools rd for teachers with different
numbers of years of teaching.experience. Also, s e of the committee members
expressed ideas about how to improve inservice training. Ms. Guerra pointed
out that some teachers who were notable to attend certain, workshops would'like
to hear about what other teachers from their schobls learried at these workshops.
Unfortunately, little communication goes on'among teachers about what was
learned. Ms..Erlanson agreed and said that tt.would be more beneficial for
tethers to share their'own experienees'and ideasrather than attendtng'work-
shops provided by'the Education Service Center (4giorr XIII). Ms. Almandarez
said that, maybe the Title VII bilingual4.program could help in getting the-!
teachersto share ideas.
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Dr.'Holtzma emphaslzee
X

that i ways sounds nice to say that "teachers-

IF.

, ,
, should sha " or that.mfollow7up hould take, place'but that school personnel"

are already overwhelmed with work; there-shodU, be some mechanism-and
'.* structure t 'insure thatthese activities dooeccur (e.g., principal could

h dule sha sessions;"dates could be scheduled for follow-up to occur,

a

_ In interpreting thefirilingual Classroom Questionnaire (BCQ) the .percent of
time devoted to Spanish Language Arts for Spanish dominant children.(35
seemed to be'excessively low (only10% in Spanish as opposed to 9;0% in r
English)`. One teacher felt that the reason for thiswas.Itiat teachers
may have misinterpreted the definitiops for the various Language groups. 4
They may hat put both the Spanish monolingual and Spanish dominantikiqs irf

the MS group, while putting English dominant LESA children in the BS grbup'.
At'the campus meetings teachers will'be asked to provide anItexplanation.for
this 1ow percentage of time-devoted to Spanish language

Reactions to Meeting and Decisions Made

This meeting seems,:to.have been highly successful and there was much parti-
cipation frdM committee-members.- -MSTAlmendarei said that at each new'
meeting that she attends, she,gets some new ideas and learns something new.
Dr. Holtzman asked whichOnstruments should be emphasized or deleted for
the campusimeeti'ngs. It was decided by the committee that because of time
constraints:

(

TI-le$urvey-of Perceptioni of InserviceTreining would not be
discussed since the district -wide inservice plan for next year
has al-ready been firmly established._

.

'The'Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire willnot be discusnd since
it may not be of interest to all of the teachers.

) The Concerns Questionnair4,and PrOfessional Development Questionnaire
will be discussed in deta41, with much of the interpretation both
for summaryand specific school data coming from the teachers.

(4) Teachers will be given individual.profilei from the Concerns
Questionnaire and will be proVided with individUal results,
from the Level of Use Interview.

(5) Although not-all instruments will be discussed A the campus.
meetings, teacher will receivezopies of relevant tables from the-
five instruments.

Dr. Holtzman thanked committee members and told them that another:ffideting,,
would be'scheduled,for August or September; if the need- were to arise. -r

. 1.t.,1()
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Findings from Five Assessment Instruments
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Crockett (n--q8)

Attend to behavior probleMs in the

Av.

- Proiessionaldevetoement Questionnaire
,

Prioritized Items Rated "To a Great Extent" by 'kegular Teachers

Bowie (n=114)

classroom

Teach Reading '

Organize my Mater-id) and resources.

Attend to individual student dif-
ferences .

9

Use feedback and positive-reinforce-
. merit with students

Co-1-1-ab-orate with other teachers,

teacher assistants, and resource
personnel to improve student
achievement.

Teach Reading

Teach Englisti,as

Use feedback and
forcement with

first language

ositive rein-
:tudents

Involve par nts as participants
in the ins ructional proces's.

1.

Travis- (n =24)-

Teach iteading

Pse.feedback and positive
reinforcement with students

Attend to behavior problems in
the classroom

Teach EngliSh as a first language
.

Teach. math

T social studies

Organize my materials and
resources.

Prioritized Items Rated "Not Desired" by Regular Teachers

Crockett (n=18)

Teach Spanish as a first langthige

The teaching of Spanish 1aq-usage arts

The teaching of social studies

The teaching of science in Spanish

The,teaching'of math in Spanish .

The teaching of health and phys-Ral,
4education,in Spani

1(44e teaching of .the fide arts in Spanish

Bowie (n=14)

The teachidg of health and ,

physical education in Spanish 1

The teaching of the fine arts in
Spanish

The.t
4
eaching of 'social studies in

Spanish

The teaching of science in Spanish

Travis (n=24)

The teachinof math,in Spanish

Teach Spanish as a first
language

Theteaching of science. in Spanish.

The teaching of the fine arts in
Spanish

AimihiSter and interpret indivi al'
reading inventories in Spanish

The teaching'o'f mathin Spanish

The teaching of health and physical
education in Spanish.

1u



Concerns QuestiOnnaire:, ESL

Items of Greatest Concern for Regular Teachers

Crockett (n=14) Bowie (n=.9). Travis ( =6)

.1 am concerned about not having enough
time to organtze myself each day.

would like to coordinate my effort
with others to maximize ESL's
effects. .

I would licke'to determine how to sup
plement, enhancer.Or replace ESL.

-1---WOTNETike to know what other
faculty are doing in ESL!

I am concerned about evaluating my
impate on students.

I would like to excite my students
'about their part i'n ESL.

I would like to know who will make...,
the decisions for ESL. or

1J4

I would like to determine how to

supplement,2enhance,er rei5lace-
`ESE.

am concerned about how ESL
ffectS students.

at

I am concerned about not having
enough time to organize myself
each day.

-I would like to determine how to
.supplement, enhance, or replace
ESL

I would like to coordinate my,:
effort with to maximize

,ESL's effects.

I am concerned about how'ESL,

affects students.

I am concerned about evaluating
'Tact on students.

S
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.Concerns Questionnair'e: English Reading for.LEP Students.

stems of Greatest COncern for Regular Teachers
9

Crockett ..(n=5) Yowie (n=5) Tavis (n=5)

I am concerned about not having enough
time to organize_myself each day.

I am concerned about how English,
reading affects LEP students.

I am conterned.about evaluating my
impaceon -students.

Coordiifbtion of tasks and people
is_taki4g_too_muc_a_iy_time.

I would like to know who will make
the decisions regardilng English

Redding for LEP students.

-I would like to know how my teaching
or-administratN'n is supposed to .

change.

.s

106

4

I am concerned about LEP
students' attitudes toward
English Reading.

concerned about how
Engli0 Reading affects LEP
students.

I would lice to excite my LEP
students about their part in
English_Readiag___

I would li0.to know who will
make the decisions regarding .

English Reading for LEP students.

I would like to know howEnglish
Reading. for LEP students is
better than what we have nor.

I am concerned about LEP students'
'attitudes toward English Reading.

I would like to cite my LEP
students about their part in
English Reading.

Coordinatioq,of.tasks and people
is taking too much of my time.

r-
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Level of. Use*

MechaniCaJ

Routine-

Refinement

Integration

e

Number of Teachers at each -Level -orUse for ESL (n=38)

. 10,

-Crockett (n=21)
.

14

3

Bowie (n48)_____ -.Trains (n=9)

0, , 2-

6 3

2 ti
0'

.Number of Teachers at each Level of Use for English Reading (n=28)

Level of Use* Crockett (n=18) Bowie (n-26)-

'

Meaanical 4 0 0

Routine 9 ,-
2 4

Refinement 4 4 .,0

,.

Integration 1 .. , -.0
. .

-. 0 e,

, .

*Definitions of these terms are provideebelew: , ,
. -, , ..

1.. - ,
-

Medhanic41 - State in whith the -teacher focuses most effort.on the short -ter6, day -to -day
use of the innovation with-NittleDtime for reflection. ,Changes in'.use are made more to
Meet teacher needt,than student needs,. The teacher is primarily engaged in a stepwise

attempt to.master the tasks required to'ttse the innovation, often resulting in disjointed
,

andspperfictal use../- ' . ,
,

.
-ii , - s'i.

Routine - Use of the.innovatlion is stabilized. Few if any changes are being made'in
ongoing use. Little preparation or_tholight is being given to improving use or its -'

tonsequencea. ...,-'-
.. .

._-

,

. . s :.* W

4 Refinement - State in whlin thrteacher varies the usq'of the innovation to increase the
ipplce on'students within immediate sphere of influence. Variations are base0on knowled
of,,both..short andlong-term consequences for students.

1 1

a

0

_
- .
. . .

Integration - Statein which the teacher is combining own efforts to use the innovation
with related activities of colleagues to achieve a collective impact on stu;lents.wfthin
their coMmom sphere of influence.
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Numbei. of Teac.hers at each Level of Use for all Innovations
(Crockett)

Letel of Use'

Mechanical

Routihe-

Refinement

Integration

Level Of Use

Mechanical

Rotatini

Refinement

Integration

Level of Use

,Mechanical

Routine

Refinement

Integraeion..
A

E,nglsh Reading

4

Spanish Reading

t

Spanish Math

No. of Teachers

3

, 14

1

No. of Teachers

4'

'9

4-

No, of Teachers

1

1 r

3

1

'Level of Use No. of Teachers

Routine 2

Refinement. 1

. SSL

Level of Use

Routine .

1 0

No. "of Teachers

2



'
Number of Teachers at each Level.of Use for all. innovations

(Bowie)

' Level of Use

Routine

Refinement

Level of Use

Routine

Refinement

Level of Use

Mechanical

Refinement'

ESL

.

,No. of Teachers

6

2

English Reading

Spanish Reading

SSL

No. of Teachers

2

4

Np. of Teachers

1

2

Level of Use No. of Teachers

Mechanical 1 .

Routine. . 1

. ,

4
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Number of Teachers at each Level of Use for all Innovations

Level bf,Use

Mechanical

Routine

Refinement ,

,1

Level of Use

Routine

,

ti

(Travis)

t'

ESL

English Reading

111

No. of Teachers

2

3

4

No.,6f Teachers,

4
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PDQ: Prioritized-Competency 'Needs ForIT Teachers

n = 78

Item # Percentage*
,

ICA9 57.7
M4 53.8

MC 48.7

M3 47.4

M1 41.0

M2 39.7,

AE2 35.9

ICA4 34.6
M6 .33.3

AE3 33.3

AE8 32.1

SCR1 32.1

ICA7 30.8

AE4 30.8

ICA1 . 29.5

AE6 29.5

IICA10 28.2

,AEll 28.2

SCR2 25.6

GI8 25,6

Area'of Need:

Teach Read
ti

ng

Attend to behaVior problemi
Use feedback and potitive reinforcement
Attend to individual student differences
Organize materials and resources

"Collaborate with other teachers, to:improve
student achievement
Assess students' needs in subject areas
Teach English as a first language
Foster: acceptance of cultural diversity

, Diagnose langdage needs and prescribe
instructio'h

Evaluate classroom learning environment.:k -

- Incorporate community resources for

instructional ,program .6

Teach math
Analyze reading Miscues and prescribe
instruction
Teach ESL
Evaluate student learning progress
Teach social studies
Assess students' learning capabilities
Foster community participation in the
schooling process
Setting up learning centers

*this column gives the percentage of teachers who rated the item "to a great,

extent"

Ile
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PDQ: Items Rated by Teachers as Not Desired

n = 78-

ItemLti', Percentage*

ICA8

LS1,

C2.

GI2

C3

GI&

'ICAll

GI3

PI1

PI2

Area of Need:

47.4'

44-,9

44.9
2-"38.5

35.9

\ 33.3

,

30.8

30.8
29.5
29.5

29.5

Philosophy and theory of bilingual education
Teaching Health an&P.P4
Speaking andComprehension,of Spanish
History of the group's ancestry
Theories of second language learning and
,teaching

Contribution of the group to history and
culture

Individualizing instruction for different
language groups
Teaching fine arts (.art, music, etc.)
Functions and patterns of language' use
Grouping children according to language
classification
Scheduling activities for different laguage
groups

PI3 28.2 . Specify leaningsobjectives
PI4

122//'
Sequence learning activities

Cl Culture of-the minarity.group
C4 28.2 Cortemporary life style(s) of the group
ICA6 25.6 Teachirip of science

*This column gives the percentage of teachers who rated the items as "mot desired".
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Items from the Professional Development Questionnaire Rated,
"To a Great Extent", Dr "Not Desired" 'by Regular,Teachers

at Crockett (n=18)

* Item 4 Frequency

* M4 14

ICA9 12

M1 12

M3 11

M2 10

M5 10

AE4 9

AE8 9

CR! .9

SCR2 9

AE6 8

AE9 8

ICA7 7

AEll 7

SCR4 7

GI7 6

ICA1 6

**ICA4 6

M6 6

** LS1 6

e
AE2 6

AE3 6

kd II
CA3 13

LS2 -13 !

. LS3 13 the
(

LS4 13

Items Rated "To a Great Extent"

Area of Need'

olk

1

attend to'behavior problems in the Classroom.

teach reading

organize my material and resources.

attend to individual student differences..

collaborate with other teachers, teacher assistants, and resource
personnel to improve student achievement.

use feedba4 and positive reinforcementwith students.

analyze and interpret miscues reading and prescribe (IRI)
in Spanish.

evaluate the classroom learning environment.

S incorporate community -resources into the instructionalprograms.

foster community participation in the schooling process.

evaluate student learning progress.

determine'when a child is ready to transfer from reading in one
language to reading in another.

teach math..

'-,-assess learning capabilities of children (e.g.,.aptitude, cognitiv
development).

'involve parents as participants in the instructional proceSs,
vv.

the implementation of inquiry/discovery strategies for learning.

teach English as a second language. , I

teach English as a first language.

foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural diversity.

the speaking and comprehension of Spanish. i

,

assess the,student's educational needs in the subject/content
area.

diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction.

Items Rated "Not Desired"

teach Spanish as a first language.
4,-

the 'teachAng of Spanish language arts.
/

teaching of social studies.

the teaching of science. in Spanish: ....

0
I 1(1

NIP



Item fi Frequency

LS5 13

LS6 13

LS7 13

PI6 12

PI8 12

AE5 12

PI9 11

PI7 11 .

ICA2 10

Gil 8,:

PI4 8

ICA8 8

PI1 7

PI2 7

PI1 7

C2 7

C3 7

PI5 6

*ICA4 6

* LS1 6

-AE10 6

,POO: Reg. Teachers, Crockett (p. 2.)

Area of Need

thelteaching of math in Spanish.
.

the teaching of health and physical education in Spanish.

the
\
teaching of the fine arts in Spanish.

develop materials to teach Spanish language arts.

'develop materials to teach content areas, i.e., science, math,
social studies, in Spanish.

administer and interpret individua,1 reading inventories (IRI)
in Spanish.

adapt materials t teach content areas, i.e., science, math,
social studies, Spanish.

adapt materials to teach Spanish,language arts.

teach Spanish as a second language.

the philosophy and theory of bilingual education.

sequence learning activities.-

teach health and physical education.

group children accor ing to language classification.

schedule activitie for different language groups.

specify learning objectives.'

the history of the group's ancestry.

the contributions of the group(s)'to history and culture.

$velop materials to teach Spanish language arts.

,teach science.,

the speaking and comprehension of Spanish.

determine when a child is ready to receive subject matter
instruction in, her /his seo language.,

* While 6 teachers (33%) rated this item "to a jreat extent" an additional 6 teachers

(33%).1-ated'it as "riot desired."

** Only 1 teacher of a total of 18 did not feel th'h need foi professional growth in this

area.
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Items from.the.Professional Development Questionnaire allied
"To a Great Extent" or "Not Desired" by Regular Teache s

at Bowie (n=14)

-

e

(

Item I

-

Frequency

,ICA9

ICA4

M5

SCR4

, 6

.5

5

5

LS6 10

LS7 10

.LS3 9

LS4 9

LS5 _9

PI6 8

P17 8

PIA '8

.

LS2 8

PI9 7

AE5 7

6

GI2 6

GI3 6

GI6 6

GI8 6

ICA2 6

ICA3 6

LS1 - 6

GI4 5

GI5 a 5

'P11 5
4 ICA8 5

Items Rated' "To a Great Extent"
k

Area of Need

teaching readibg. (and 6 "to an,average extent")

teach English as a first language.
.

.. i _

use feedback and positive reinforcement with students.

involve parents as participants in the instructional process:

Items Rated "Not Desired"
the teaching of health and physical education in Spanish.

the teaching of the fine arts in Spanish.

the teachng'of social studies in Spanish.

the teaching of science in Spanish.

the teaching of math in.Spanish.

develop materials to teach Spanish language arts.
8 /

4

adapt materials to teach Spanisq language arts.

develop materials &teach content areas, i.e., science, ath,

social studie ; in Spanish.
__ ..

.

the teaching o Spanish language arts.

adapt materials to teaci content areas, i.e., science, math,

social studies, in Spanish.
\,..,

.

administer. and interpret individual reading inventories (IRO

in Spanish. %

the philosophy and theory of bilingual education.

the theoretical foundations of second language learning and teachi

functions and patterns of language use (socio-linguistics).

the individualization- of instruction for different language groups
..,

..,

the setting up Of learning centers.

teach Spanish 1s-1 second language.

teach Spanish as i first ,language.

the speOing and comprehension of Spanish.
ii,,.

°the nature dr language and ofthe acquisition process. .-.

the differences and similarities beIween the child's first

and second language(sr.

group cfiildrenaccording to language classification.

teach health and physical eddcatiom.
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Items-from the Professional Deveopmentlq4stionnaire Rated
"To a Greet a-tent" or "Nat be red" by Regulzr Teachers'

at Trayis Stho61 (N. =24)

A .

st4

Items Rated'"Xo a_ Great Extent"

Item # Frequency Area of Need

ICA9 15 teaching reading. .

M5 14 use feedback and,positive reinforcement with students.

M4 . ' '13 ,attend to behavior problems in the classrooth.

ICAO '11 teach English as a first language.

ICA7 11 teach math.

ICA10 '11
.
teach social' studies.

s
. ,

.
. I N

Ml 11 organize my material and resources

ICA6 10 teach science.

M3 10 attend to individual student differences.r
ICA1 9 teach English as a second language

... .

AE6 .'',' 9° evaluate student learning progress*.

"GIB 8 the setting up of leIning.centers. .

M2 8 collaborate with other teachers, teacher assistants, and
. resource personnel to improvOtudent achieiement.

AE3 8 diagnose.language needs and prescribe instruction. '
4

ICA3

LS4

LS7

AE5

LS5

LS6

PI6

LS2

LS3

PI7

ICA2

PI9

'' At,

o

21, ,

21. ,

21

21',

20

20

19
$

19

1 .19

.. ,18 _,

18

.' 16

..

:

16

L....../.

Items Rated "Not Desired"

teach'Spanish'es a first language

the teaching Of science in Spanisif ,4
,

the teaching of the fine arts in Spanish.

administer dnd interp.ret i ndi vi dual reading inventories
'(IRI) in Spanish

4

the teaching'of math in Spanish.

the teaching of health and phYsice ation in Spanish.

develop materials to teach.Spahisiy lang age arts.

the teaching of Spanish.language

the teachings of social studies in p ish.

adapt materials to teach Spatiish.lapage arts.

teach SpaniSh as a-second lengage: \
°

adapt materials fo tvth content areas, cience, math,i.e.,
social Spanish CI.. studies, in X, .

Abe speaking and comprehenslpn of Spanish.
1' . .

N

eyaivate the appropriateness of materiels for bilingual
education. . ..

---,-------- 117 .
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Item r7' uenc

PI8 15

AE9 .15

Gil, . 13

AE10 ' 13

. .

C2 12

GI2 '10

CA11 10

Cl 10

4

C3 10

P13 9 1,

ICA8 9

C4 9

AE1 9

GI3 8

G16 -) 8

PI4 8

ICA5 8

C5 8

CR 8

Area of Need

PDC): Reg. Zeachers, Travis (1

ti vel op 'materials ,to teachcontent areas, i .a science

,math, social studies, in Spanish.
.

determine arfer' a. child is ready to transfer 'from reading in

one lapguage. to reading in another.
r

the `philosophy and theory of .bi 1 ingual education.
.

-

determine when a -Child is 'eady to receive,s0ject matter
icstructi on. in her/Hills second language. ,

the liiilory of the groupli ancestry.. .

the philosophy and theory of bilingual education.

I teach fi ne4 arts tart, milsic,..etc.I. .
. .

the natu re, and content of the culture of the language -minority

\

'4group.
.

. the contributiohs of,.the group(s) to history and culture.

specify 41eScrigobjectives.
,..-

teach healthand physical ed4Fation: ".

the contemporary life style(s) of the group.

assess .student'S lariguage dominance. -- .
.

functions andOatternS of.language use (secioUpguistics):
.

the indiviglualifation of instruction for dffferent language
..... -

:"groups- , '. ,

. ,

sequence Teaming activities.

teach and intdgrate>cUlture iii the curriculum and in the

classroom. ,
.

the teaching ,Of math in Spanish..
, -

S obtain.more information on community cultural gaits.
,-

a

40`

I'

4

e
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POO - BilinguaIJeachers = Highe'Sf-Prigity Need's

Item # 'Freq.* n = 12

-GI6 7 Individualizing Ins-tmtc.t.ion
.. PI8 7 - Development of materials to tedc) content areas

ICA9 7 (and 5 to an average extent) Teach Reading
,

M3' lkip 7, (and 5 to an average extent) Attend-to individual
student differences

M6 . 7 For acceptance and appreciation of cultUral
diversity --.-

AE9 7 . Determine when hild 4esfers Reading Language...
AE10 7 'Determine when child receives instruction in

. .second language \ . ,

PI9 6 Adopt material to teach content areas
M4 6 Attend to behavior' problems in classroom t
AE3' -6' Diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction

/

*number of teachers who rated the gear "to a great extent"

i
.. ,

....
.

,

'Lowest Priority Needs
.

Item # F eql, n .: 12
.

.

. .

ICA6 3 (and 3 to a little extent) Teach Science .

LS1 - _13._ . Speaking and Comprehension of Spanish
LS5 3 Teaching of Math in Spanish .

3 3 little extent History of Group's Ancestry ._.,

t,. Assess student's language dominance' 0
SCR2 3 2 little extent. Foster community participation

. in the schooling ptgcess. '

SCR3 3 2 little extent Obtain more. information on community
.....

cultural traits .

Gil 4 (and 8 to a little extent) Philosophy and Theory
of biljngual.educatidn J ,

. .

SCR4 .., 4 (only to great. extent) Involve parents as pa, rti-
cipants in instructional process

i4

La ________ "5 Teach Health andP.E. in Spanish ,
AE5,-' 5 Admfnister and' interpret individual reading inventory

in Spanish
ICA8

1

6 Teach Hea,'Ittcand Physical Ed. '

*number of teachers who rated theitem as "not.desired"

4

)v,44.".'

1.1
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Items From the Professional Development Questionnaire Rated
"To a Great Extent" by Bilingual- Teachers at Crockett School ,6)

Area of .Need

teach and integrife culture.in the curriculum and in the ClasSrooM.

colla6brate with other teachers, teacher assistants, andiesource
jersonnel to improve student achievement.

attend to individual student di:ferences.

attend to behavior problems in the classroom

fogteracceptance,and 'appreciation of cultural diversity.

-assess student's language dominance'

Item F. Frequency

ICA9 5

M2

M3. '

M4

M6 --Ir

'AE1 5

AE2 5 .

AE3
-

LS2 4

PI6. 4

AE9 4

AEld, '4

GI7
--1

PI1
---_t

3

P.I2 i
I' c- 3

P18 3

PI9 3

ICA5*-- 3

M1 3

M5 3

LS5 3

.,.C6 . 3

Ag5' Alat, '3

AE7 , 3

AE8 3

AEll ,-- 3

. assess the student's educational needs in the subject /content area.

diagnose lanage needs and prescribe.iTistruction.

the teaching of Spanish language arts.
/-

develop materials to teach Spanish language arts. f
-

teaching reading. . %

teach social studies.

the
, implementation of inquiry/discovery strategies for learning.

,

'.group children according to languageclassification

scheduleetivities for different language groups.

P : adapt materialsto teach. Spanish language arts'. .
1 :.:,

\s

develop materials to teach. content areas, i.e.; science, math;
social studies, in Spanish.

,-, -. .1
--..

I adapt materials to teah Content areas, i.e., science, math,
Social studies, in Spanish.

. -

..

teach Spanish as a first language. (Also 3 "to an average extent")

organize my material,an6 resources.

use feedback and positive reinforcement with students.

the teaching of math in Spanish..
,

.

how the effecg
.

of cultural and socioeconomic variables influence
the students' general level of development and socialization.

administer And interpret individual reading inventories (IRI)
in Spanish. ,

i A

evaluate the appropriatleriess of materials for bilingual
education.

evaluate the classroom learning environment.

assess learning capabilities of Children (e.g., aptitude,
cognitive development).

t t
Note: , These teachers did not note any of the items as "not desired."
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Items from the Professional Development Questionnaire Rited

"Tea Great Extent" or "Not Desired" by Bilingual Teachers

at Bowie (n=4) A

Item 4 Frequency

E9

AE10' . .

-----.

3

3

.

PI8 . '2

ICA9 2

IICA11:. 2

M6 2

,1

ICA10 40

ICA8 3

LS6 i.. '36

kCA4 ..... 2

ICA6 .2

LS3
2."

t:S4 2

L55 2

LS7 2

SCR2 2

SCR3 2 -/

.SCR4 2

Items Rated "To a Great Extent"

. bea of Need' / ,,

A decermine when a child is' ready transfer from reading in one
.

language to reading in another:
6 - ..

(and 1 "to an'i'average extent") .

0

determine when a child is<ready to receive subject 'mattgr
instruction, nhernas second language. (and 1 "to an average extent)

deveIp.mat rials to teach content areas,, i.e., science, math,
social stu ies, i-Spanish.

teach reading. (and 2 "to an average extent")'

teach fine arts (art, 4c, etc.). / -

foster acceptance and appreciation of cultural diciersity..
(and 2 "to an average extent")

teach social stales. (but 4 "to'an1ayerage extent")

Items Rated "Not Desired"

teach'health-and phySical educatiOn. (and 1 "to a little extent")
..ithe teaciiingof health and physical education in Spanish. 1

teach English as a lirst lanquage.

-teach science. r
.

the teaching of social studies in-Spanish.
1

,

the teaching of science in Spanish.

the teaching of math in Spanish:

the teaching ocrf the fine arts-in Spanish.
4

foster community participati n in thd schooling process.
, .

Obtain more inforMation on c6mmunity cgtural trait).

invdlve parents as participants in the instructional protess.
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No

Items from the Professional Development Questionnaire' Rated
. To a Great Extent' by Bilingual Teachers

/ ,

at Travis (n=2)
A

Item # Frequency Area of Need-
..tps

''*GI8 1

*PI2 '' 1

*PI3 1°

*PI4 " 1

*PI8 1

*Pr9 1 .,-

.
*M3 /

1

'the sgttihg up of learning tenters. ,

schedule -activities for different language groups.
.

specify learning-objectives.
I

.sequgnce learning activities. ,.'

develop,materialito teach content areas, i.e., science, math,
social studies, in Spanish.

-
.

adaptmaterials. to .tech content areas, i.e.,, science, math,
social studies-, in Spanish,

,

., /. r.-'

attend to lndlvidual st ent differences.

,..

*Note: TheSe items were rated "to a great extent' by one teacher WI "to an average

extent" by the other teacher. No'item was rated to a great extent" by both

teachers, with the vast Ojority of items being rated as "not desired" or,

"to 'a little extent." ,

'ea

4

4
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iptems from the Profesi)onal Development Questionnaire Rated
"To a Great Extent" or "Not Desired" by a Specie4 Education Teacher

at Crockett

Items Rated "To a Great ExNlit"

Item # Area 0 Need
. ,

ICA7 teach math.

ICA9 -teach reading.
.

ICA11 - teach fine arts (arts,_alusic, etc.) /4

Ml organize my material andresources,...., _
,M2 collaborate.with oiler, teachers, teacher assistants, and

resource personnel to improve student achievement.

M3 attend to individual student differences.

M4 attend to behavior problems in the the classroom.

M5 use feedback and potitive reinforcement with students.

M6 foster acceptance and appreciationof cultural diversity.'
tLS1 . the speaking and comprehension of Spanish.

Cl the nature and content of the culture of the language minority
group.

AE1 assess student's language dominance.

AE2 assess "the student's educational needs in the subject/content
area.

AE3 . diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction.

AE4

AE6

AE7 evaluate the appropriateness of materials for bilingual education.'

AE8 *valuate classrdom learning environment.

AE9 determine When a child is ready to transfer from reading in
one language to reading in another.

°AE10 determine when a child is ready to receive subject matter
instructions in her /his second language.

AE11 assess learning capabilities of children;(e.g., aptitude,
cognitive development).

analyze and interpret miscues in reading and prescribe
instruction.

administer and interpret
in Spanish.

vidual reading inventories (IR1)

44

evaluate student learning 'progress.

. Items Rated "Not Desired"

ICA6 teach-science. ---\
,

ICA8 teach health ancrPhysical education.
, ,
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Items'from the Professional Development Questionnaire Rated
."To a Great Extent" or "Not Desired" by Special Education Teachers

. at Bowie (n= 4)

Items Rated To a Great.Extent"

)Item# Feequency Area of Need

M4 2 attend to behavior problems-in the classroom.

M5 ___, 1 2 _Ilse feedback and positive reinforcement with students. '
..._

AE3' 2 diagnose language needs and prescribe instruction.°
(and 2 "to an average extent") t

AE8 \

;

2 evaluate the classroom learning environment.
.

SCR1 \ 2 incorporate community resources into the instructional programs.

Items Rated "Not-Desired"

P16 4 develop materials to teach Spanish language arts.

P1.7 14 adapt materials toteach.Spanish lagnuage arts.

P18 \ 4. develop materials to teach content areas, i-.e., science, math,
s-,)cial studies,A4...Spanish.

PI9 .\4 adapt materials'to teach content areas, i.e., science, math,
social studies, in Spanish.

4 teach Spanishas'a second language.

'4 )- teach Spanish as'a f4rst language.

4 .
the teaching of Spanish language arts.

4 the teaching of social studies in Spanish.

4 the'teaching of science in Spanish.

4 . theteachi of math in Spanish.

4 the teaching of health and physical education in Spanish.

7 . 4 the teaching. of the fine arts in Spanish.

G12 . 3 . the theoretical foundations of second' language learning and
teaching.

,ICA2

JCA1

LS2.

LS3

LS4

LS5

LS6

ICA5 3 teach and integrate culture in the curriculum and in the
classrobm.

ICA6 - 3 teach science:

IdA8 3 teach reading.

ICA11 3 teach fine arts (art,,music, etc.).

LS1 , 3 the §peaking,and comprehension of Spanish.

C2 3 the history of the group's ancestry.n ,

AE5 3 '
administer and interbret individual reading-inventories (IRO-
in Spanish.

Nr
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Items from the Professional Development Questionnaire Rated
"To a Great Extent" or "Not Desired" by Special.Education Teachers

at Travis (nee 4)

Items Rated "To a Great Extent"

Item # Frequency Area of Need

ICA9 4 teach reading. f- .

.

M3 : attend to individual .student differences. (and 1 "to an average

I
extent ")

. GI4 2 the nature of-language and of the acquisition process.

__. M1 2 _________orApniZe Mktertals_and_resources,_7__________

M4 2 attend to behavior' problems in the classroom.

LS1 2 the speaking and comprehension of Spanish.

AE4 2 analyze and interpret miscues in reading and prescribe,
instruction.

Items Rated "Not Desired"

PI6 4 sequence. learning activities.

PI7 4 adapt materials to teach Spanish language arts.

PI8 4 develop materials to teach content areas,..i.e., science, math,
sod

ICA2 4 teach Spanish as a second language.

ICA3 4 teach Spanish as a first language.

ICA10 4,. teach.sociAl studies.
. . ,

ICA11 4 teach fine arts (arts, music, .etc.)

LS2 the teaching of"Spanish language arts. '

-LS3 4 the teaching!of'science in Spanish. ,

,,
LS4 I 4 the teaching of social-stud in Spanish.

4

LS5 ;4 J he teaching of math in Spanish,

LS6 4 4° the teaching of health and physical edlication in Spanish.

LS7 4 the'teaching of the fine artsin Spanish.

AE5 . 4 administer and interpret miscues in,reading and prescribe
instruction.

AE7 4 evaluate theclassroor.learning environment.*
\

Gil i. 3 the philosophy and theory.of bilingual education.,

GI2 3 functions and patterns of language use (soctd-linguistics).
.

d16 3 the individualization of irkjuiry/discOvery strategies for
learning.

ICA1

A

, 3 ..t.igi,English as a second,language.
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Item # Frequency Area of Need

PDQ: Sp. Ed. Teacher's, Travis (p.2)

ICA6 3 = teach science.

ICA8 3 teach health and physical education.

AE9 3 - determine when a child is ready-to transfer Trom.reading
.

in one language to reading in another.

AE10 3 determine when a child is ready to receive subject matter
instruction in her/his. second language.

0

4.1
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.Concerns Que'stionnaire: Percentiles for-Stages of Concern of Groups of Teachers for Innovation Components

ES14.

Regular - Crockett (N=14)
- Bowie- (N= 9)
- Travis (N= 6)

Bilingual - Travis (N= 2)

Sp. Ed. - Bowie- (,N= 6)

All Teachers-Bowie (N=15)
- Travis (N= 8)

All Teachers,
All Schools (N=37)

,English Reading:

.4.gut4r 7_-__Cro0(gt_fRT71,_51
- Bowie (N= 5
- Travis (N= 5)

Bilingual-Crockett (N= 3)

- Bowie (N= 7)
- Travis (N= 1)

Sp. Ed. - Crockett (N=
Travis

All' Teachers,

All Schools

Spanish Reading:

Bil Teacher #1 =
Bil. Teacher #2 -

,Bil. Teacher #3 -

Nil. Teacher #1 7

B-Fk Teacher #3 -

Bil. Teacher #3 7

All TeaChers, All

Spanish Math:

g)

N ;29 )

Crockett
Crockett
Crockett
Boyie
Bowie '

Bowie
Schools (N=6)

areness Informational Personal Management Consequence Collaboration -1Afocusing

61

5

6p

464

46

56

54

55

'56

84

60

93

53

62

£6

46

10

10

23

37

10

23

81.lingual Teacher r Crockett (N=1789

47' 61 53 36 49 43
43 50 40 32 22 31
44 50 74 41 33 31

56 ,50 56 49 '27 .36

36 48 30 46 31 41'

40 49 36 37 26 35
.47 50 69 43 3.1 32

$ 44 -54 , 49 38 36 38

.68 66 36 - 47 31 46
36 35 50 21 12 21

92 88 62- 59 58 53
68 63 -62 60 49 71
60 .55 69 8 12 42

51 85 47 54 88 65
36 . 52 10 18 12 14

62 62 53 41 33 44

57 28 15 3 14 17'
34 / 52 47 63 80 87 '

34 76 77 71 80 69
69 41 34 66 72 96
16 41 43 92

,;
84 60

90 52 56 43 31 17
50 48 56 60 58

34 57 52 21 36 26
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Items ofInterest from Concerns-Questionnaire-7ESL:
Regular Teachers at Crockett (n=10"

i
. .

0 1 2 3 4r* 5 6 7 ,

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now'
. .

t

.
1

-

or

Average Rating

'6 I- am concerned about not having enough time to organize
myself each day.

I-would-like to coordinate-my-effort witfi others to
maxithize.ESL's effects.

5 'I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance,
or replace ESL.

5 I would like to know what other faculty are doing in ESL.

5 I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

5 I would like to. excite my students about their part.in
ESL.

5 I would like to know who will make.the decisions for ESL.

2 I would like to familiarize other departments or persons'
with the progress of ESL.

2 I am concerned about conflict between my-tnterests and
my responsibilities.

2 Coordination of tasks and people is taking-too much of
my time.

2 I would like to know Ow my role will change when I am
usingESL.

1 I now know of some other.ESLprograms that might work better.

12j



Items of Iweirest from Concerns Questionnaire--ESL:

Regular Teahers et'Bowie*(n=9)

.0 '1 2 3 4 5 6 7_.
Not true of me now. Somewhat .true of me now , Very true of me now

Average Rating

5 I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or
replace ESL.

5 I am concerned about how ESL affects students.

2 I am concerned about-revising my use of ESL.

'\ 2 1 would like to revise ESL's instructional approach.

2 I would like to.modflry the use of ESL based on the
experiences of our students.

2 I would like to help. other faculty in their use of,ESL.

2 r I would 4ike
t

to develop working relationships with both
our faculty and outside faculty using ESL.'

2

2

2

2

6111

tr

I am concerned about conflict between my interests and
my responsibilities.

I am concerned' about my inability to manage all that ESL
requires.

I am concerned about ime spent working with non-acadernic--
problems Ilated tp ESL.

Coordination of tasks end-people is taking too much of my
time.

I would, like to know how my teaching or administration is
supposed to change.

I now know of some, other ESL.programs that might wvic better.

I would-like to faMiliarize other departments or persons .

with the progress of EBC:-

I would like to know how my role will change when I .am
using EL.'

1 .") 0

O

.
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Items of Interest from eqacerns Qbestionnalrer-ESL:'`-
-Regular Teachers at Travis (n--.6)

0 1 2' 3

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now

ti

Average Ftatifi9\:

6

5

5

5

2

0. 0

. 2,...'

2

2

. 4 ...

. 1

0 ,

1 *

1 A .

.4r

I am concerned about not havipg enough time to organize
.,mytelf each day.

I would like to-determine how to :supplement, nce: or

replace ESL.
. .1

I would like .to coordinate my effort with 'others to maximize'

ESL's effects.

I am concerned about how ESL affects students!
0

..

i rI am concerned about evaluating my mpacon students, a

I would like to modify.our. use of ESL based on the

experiences of our Students. '. ..
.

.

I would like to help other facility in their use of ESL.

I would like to know the effect. of reorganizatiOn)on
- .

my professional status. . . :.
.

.
.

I would like to know whowill make the decisions regarding

ESL.-

I now know of some other ESL programs that might work better.

0 ''tI wduld like to revise'ESL's instructional apprleroach:

i I

,

wOuld like to familiarize 'other departments or persons-
.. with the progress ,of ESL. , c.

...

"-.: . , (
, -

0

Ir

1

i

a-
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Items of Interest From Concerns QuestionnaireESL:
Bilingtial Teachers at Travis ool (N40

Not trukof me now Somewhat true of me how
0 , 1 2 3 4 -b

Average
Rating.

Very true of me now
5 6 7

y. 9

7_ I am concerned about 'students' attitudes toward ESL.

6 I would like to excite my students about their part in ESL.

6 I am concerned about not.having enough time to organize myself eac(day.
.

I am concerned abour;revising_my use_dt_ESi

5, I am concerned about evaluating- my implidtori students.

5' 'I would.lilce to know what the use of ESL will require in the immediate

.

. ,-5. I would like to'kvbw how ESL is better,than whht we have now. %.

2 I now know of 'some. other gs, programs that might. work better.

2 --I am concerned about tonflict between my interests and my responsibilities.
,2 I am concerned about my 'inability to manage all.that ESL requires.

2 I am oncerned about time spent working with' non-academi6 problems
relat d to ESL.

1

.
I would like to revise ESL's instructional approach.

1 I would like to familiarize other departments or persons with thta.
progress of ESL.,

b.

N

O



Items of Interest.From Concerns Questionnaire--ESL
Special Ed. Teachers at Bowie (n =6)-

4

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now. Very true o me now

0 1, 2 3 4 .5 6 7

Average
Rating

; .
.

.
,

.

',_ ..._6z., rwouldlike to_ know what otherfacultyare 0'094 ESL.

5 I'wObld like too determine hoN to supplement, enhance; or replace ESL.

I would like to. coordinate my 'efforts with others to maximize ESL's

effects.
14..

.,
,

ow

. 5 I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

5 I would like to excite mystudenlp about their'part in ESL.
:

2 am concerned about revising, my-us@kOf-ESL.'
t

2 14 would 1 to heletther faculty in their use of ESL.

2 I am Con d about my inability to manage all that ESL requires.

ti 1 I would like-to fank,l iarize other,deriartments or personS with the .progress

of ESL.
- -..

.

1 I am concerned about conflict between m interests and responsibilities,

I I am concerned about time spent Working with non-academic problems related

to ESL.
e

I. Cd6rdination of tasks and people is. taking too much of my time.

Qom: I now *now of some other approaches- that might work better.

, 6

fis



Nms ofqnterest from Concerns-QuestionnaireEnglish Reading:
Teachers from all Schools (Grades K-5; n=29)

. °

4 3 t

Not traEdfle now Somewhat. true of me now i Very true of me now
0 . 1 2 3. - 4 5 6 7

.

e

Average,

Rating ti

5 I am concerned about students' attttudes..toward English Reading.

a 5 I-am concernedAbout how English Redding affects students.

5 I would Tao to excite my students about thgir part in English Reading..

2 I would like to help otter faculty in their use of English Reading.
.....

.

2 I would like to familiarize other departments or persons:with tile progress
Of Engfish Reading.

I nCw know of some-other. English Read* programs that might work better.NN

4.

77,

ot

Or

rw

0

4

4Ir

foe
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Items of Interest from Concerns Qu estionnaire--English.Reading:..,
Regular Teachers at Crockett (n=5)

0 I 3 ,4 5 6 7

Not true ofme now Somewhat true of me.now . Very true of me now

Average Rating

6 ram concerned abOut not having enough time to organize

myself each day.

Lam concerned about.how_Epglish_Reading affects LEP

students.
t ..

5 I am concerned about evaluating'my :impact on studentk

5 Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much Of

my time.
.

5'

I would like to know who will make the decisions regarding
English Reading for LEPstudents.

5
.
I would like to know how my teaching"or adminiitration-is

.

supposed to change. .
.

.

2

2

2

. 1

for LEP students.

I

I now know of some other English Reading programs that

might ork better,, '

.e'

I would e to determine NI/ to supplement, enhance, or

-replace English Reading for LEP students.
.,

I would like to use feedback from LEP. students to change

English Reading.

I am concerned about revising my use of-En- glish Reading

I would like to help other faculty in their use of English

Reading for LEP students.

J
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-Items of Interest !From Coneerns.Questionnaire--English Reading:

Regular Teachers at Bowie .(1=5)

0 . 1

,Not true of me now

Average Rating

N 6 . I am cecerned about LEP students' attitudes toward English
Reading, '-

,

5 'I am concerned about how English Reading affects LEP students.

____________Lwo_ulsialie_to__excite_my_LEP-s-tudehis-Vout- their -part- irr----.- -;--
English Reading.

5 I would )1ke to knoWMPho will make the decisions regarding
English Reading-for IEP students .

5 I would le to knovi h4wEnglish Reading for LEP students
is better than what we hive now.

2 3 4' 5 6 7'

Somewhat, true of me now. Very true of me now

Z I now now of some other English Reading programs that might
work better.

2 I would like to revise the instructional approach of English
Reading foi- LEP students. .1,

2 I would like tp help other faculty in their use of English
.,Reading for LEP students. . .

. 10
0

2 'I am concerne d'about my ability to,manage all that English
Reading for LEP students requirei.

;

2 I am concerned'aJzbut time spent working with non-acaavic.
problems related to English Reading for .LEP student's.

1 I would like to familiarizeofherdePartments or persons
with the progress of English Reading for LEP students.

I am concerned about.conflict between.my interests and
my responsibilities.

'1

4.

Coordinationof tasks and people s taking too much of my
time.

-



Items of Interest from Concerns Questionnail4e--English'Reading:

Regular Teachers at Travis (n=5)

0 1-- 2 -3 . 4 5 6 7
Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me nowr

Average Rating

5 r am concerned about LEP students' attitudes toward English.
Reading. A

5 I Npuld like to-excite my LEP students about their part in
English Mading..

5 Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of my
time.

Note: All of the rest of the items except 6 are of very low concern.

A

a

z

4'

01.
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Items of Interest From Concerns QuestionnaireEnglish Reading:
Special Ed.'Teachers at Travis (n=2)

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of-me now
0 1: 2 3 - 4 , 5, 6 7

Average
Rating

6 I would like to know how my teaching of administration is supposed to
change.

5 _I aim concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

,r
Note: The vast majority of the other iterms were of very low concern (0 -2),

indicating a general lack of concern for these 2 teachers.

I-

..

. t

94

47

r
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Items 4 Interest From Concerns Questionnaire--English Reading;
'Bilingual Teachers at Crockett School (N=3)

Not true of the now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now
0 1, 2 3 - 4 5 6 7

Average
Rating

1

I would like to have more information on-time and energy commitments
required by English Reading for LEP students.

7 I would like to know what resources are'available if we decide to use
English Reading for LEP students.

6 I would like to know what the use of Egolish Reading for LEP students
will require in the immediate future.

6 I would like to know how English Reading for LEP students is better
than what we have now..

6 I would like to know how my role will change when lam using English
Reading for LEP students.

'6' I,am concerned about students' attitudes toward English Reading for
LEP students.

I am concerned about how English Reading affects LEP students.

6 I would like to excite my LEP students about their part in English
Reading.

6 would-like to coordkate my efforts with others to maximize the effects
t of English Reading for LEP students.

6' I would like to know what other faculty are doing in the area of English
Reading for LEP students.

2 I now know_of some other piograms of English Readingthat might Work
better.

2 I would like to help other faculty in their use of English-Reading for
LEP students.

2. I am concerned about revising my use of English Reading for LEP students.

2 I would like to revise the instructional approach of English Reading for
LEP students.

2 I mn'ehncerned about conflict between my, interests and my responsibilities.

Note: These three teachers,showed faitly high concerns in all areas. Eighteen

of 35 items' were rated high (5-7).
I.

P

i
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Items of Interest FromConcerfts Questionnaire -- English Reading:
'Bilingual Teachers. at.- Bowie - School (N=7)

Not true of me now y Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now
0 1 '2

3 \\\\
-4 5 6 7

Average
,Rating

'7 I am cuicernedi.bout LEP students' attitudes toward English Reading.

6 I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, orfreplace English
Reading fot LEP'students.

4F
6 Y would like to toordinate'my effort with others to maximize the effects

of English Reading for LEP studints.

6 I would like to know what other faculty are doing in English Reading for
LEP students.

6 I am concerned about how English Reading affects LEP students.

6 ' I would like to excite my LEP students about their part in English
Reading.

2 I would like to help other faculty in their use of English Reading'for
LEP students.

2 I would like to.familiarize other departments or persons with the .

ptogress of English Reading for .LEP students.

2 I am concerned about my inability-to manage all that English Reading
ior LEP students. requires.- 4

2 _ Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of my time'.
ti

Note: A total of 12 out of 5 items.were judged to be of high concern (5-7).
In generalptthe level-of concern was fairly high.

A

140
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'Items of Interest From Concerns Questionnaire --English Reading:

Bilingual Ttachers at Travis School (N=1)

Not 'true of me now Somewhat true of.me now
0 1 2 3 4

'Average - *
,Rat ink

. .

.

'6 I am concerned about not .having ehough time to organize myself each day.
.

-11

5 I would like to know who will make the decisions about English Reading
for LEP studentS. ' .

es.

\

Very true of me now
5 6 0 7

5 I don't even know whatlEnglish-Reading for LEP students is.

40, 2 I am concerned about hbwnglish Reading affects LEP students.

2 I am concerned about my inability to manage all that English Reading
for LEP students ipires.

2 I am concerned about time spent working with non - academic problems
related to English Reading for LEP students.

1 I would like to develop working relationships with both our faculty,
and outside faculty using English Reading for LEP students.

I would like to familiarize othei departments or persons with the
progress of English Reading for LEP students.

4

0

0

I'3puld like to use feedback from students to change English Reading
farr LEP students.

I now knbw of some other English Reading programs that might work better.

I would like to help other faculty in,their use of English Reading for
LEP students.

I am concerned about LEP Students' attitudes toward English Reading.



Items of Interest From Concerns Questionnaire--English Reading:
Special Ed. Teachers at Crockett (n=1)

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now
'0 1 2 . 3' 4 5 6 7

Average
Rating

7 I would like to coordinate my effort with others to maximize the effects of
English Reading for LEP students.

7 I am concerned about evaluattng my impact on students.

6 Flwould like to determine how to supplement, enhance, Or replace English
Reading foy LEP students,

6 I would like tO help ()thee faculty in their use of English Reading for LEP
students. 0

6 I would like to develop working relationships with both our faculty and,.
outside faculty usi.ng English Reading for LEP students.

6 %would like to familiarize other departments br persons with the progress
of English Reading for LEP students,.

-
2 Ian concerned aboutqlOt having -enough time to organize myself each day.

2 I am concerned about conflict hetdien my interests and my responsibilities. *.

2: I' ain concerned about my inabilitystobanage-all that English Reaaing.for LEP-
students.requirles. .

,

.. .
.

.

,0 Coordination of tasks and people is taking too, much of my time.

Note.: In addition to the above,11,1 items recieved a rating of 5. Thus,
,concerns for this teacher tended to be quite high.

ri
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Items of Interest from Concerns Questionnaire,-Spanish7Reading (N=6)

0

Not true of me now

Average Rating

2 3 1 4 5 6 7

Somewhat true b`f me now Very true of me now

L

6 I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or
replace Spanish, Reading.

6 I would like to know what other facul ty are doing in
Spanish Reading.

6 I am concerned about students ' attitudes toward Spanish
Reading.

6 I would like to excite my students about their part in
Spanish Reading.

6 I would like to know who will'make the decisions regarding
5panish'Reading.

I would 1(ke to develop working relationships with both our
faculty and outside faculty using Spanish Reading.

5 I would like to coordinate my effort with others to maximize
Spanish Reading's effects.

5 I am concerned aboufhow,Spanish Reading affects students.

5 am ooncerned about evaluating my impact on students.

5 I am concerned about not havNing enough time to qgganize
thyself each day.

5 I would like to know what the use of Spanish Reading will
require tn the immediate future.

2 I am concerned about revising my use of Spanish Reading.

S
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Items of Interest From Concerns Questionnaire--Spanish Math
Bilingual Teacher at Crockett (n=1)

`

Nhetrue of me now Somqwhat true, of Me now Very true of.me'now
Ot - 1 2 '' . 3 ' 4

. ,

Average, v
Rating

,,

5 6 7

7 I am concerned about students' attitudes toward: Spanish Math.

6 I Would like to know who will make the deciiions about Spanish Math.

5 ¶ would like to know what other faculty are doing in Spanish Math.

5 I amNconcerned about' evaluating my impact on students.

5 I am not concerned about Spanish.Math.

5 I am c(;)ietely occupied byother things.

'2 f would like to help other faculty in their use of Spanish Math.

"?.,

2 I would like toYamiiliarize,other departments or persons with th.e progress
of Spanish Math. . .

, k( . .. ),

. .

2 I am_concerned abouterevising my use of Spanish Math.

''2 Iwould like to revise Spanish Math's instructional approach.

1 I have a very limited knowledge about(Spanish Reading.
10r . ,

0 Fain concerned about my inability to manage all that Spanish Math requires.

0 I am concerned ab6ut time spent working With non-academiefproblems related
to'Spabish Math.

0 I now know some other.Spanish Math programs that mightwork better.

.6

V.
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SURVEY 0 PERCEPTIONS OF. INSERVICE TRAINING

Introduction: The purpose of this survey is to determine the perciptions of
teachers, principals, and administrators toward inservice training in your

. school district. The results will help the school district to plan next
year's inservice program so that it will better meet your needs.

3t i,y0,e 1-. 3-1 'RUMS = "SA.
-7- i s -5

School -= Date

. Grade Level 104 6...L11 No.. of Years in District

6p0,45E..-- olio s'''
S..* ,

1 2
.

4 5

Not at all true Mostly untrue No opinion Mostly true. Completely True

1. Teachers should be given the authority to choose 1 2 3 4 6

'the type of inservice training program that they- 1-44 55-

feel is appropriate for their school district.

' 2. Individual teachers should have the option of 1 2 3 4 5

not participating in inservice activities. I t
o 78 lo

3. Principals and district adMinistrators should
diagnose the competencies of each teacher to
determine the type of. inservice training needed.

1.k_ 2 5
2-7 1351 -3 0

4. Inservice training should be desighed to fulfill 1 2 3 a .05%;
needs which have been expr ssed.bc, the school 4. $ 4' 4Z 4S
district and / t Community.

5. Inservice training occurs, as part of the teacher's
normal job at school during school. hours.

0.

6. Although nat strictly _a part of the teacher's job,
inservice training' is job-related.: .

,

7. Inservice training is orileoted toward the teacher's
acguisition,of.prafessional credentials. .

8. 'Conventions and workshops sponSored.by teachers'
profesSional organizations,plaY amajor rdle in
inservice training. . ,, -

9. Inservice training is designed to meet^the needs
of individual teachers, each of whom chooses the
types of training that's/he needs.

10. Teachers generally areprovided-with sufficient , 1 2 3 d 5.
assistance and feedback in implementing new .

1 44 "8 3l Z
,.._ knowledge or skills which were acgUired in 1.

inservice trainivg.

1 :2 3 4,
3 .4s-

,

1 2 3 4

.1 .- 1 4- 441

1 : 2 . 1. 4
2.3_ 2'1 24 tS

-5

.

5 .

4:5

5

12

1 2
0

3 . 4 5

11 2.S .21- 21 14-

1 2 3 4 5

.11
10. 1 j57. is" s

1 45
.
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\ .6 ,
Much of the inset vice training, provided is not 2relevant or cannot be applied irk, the etas m. 2 4'5

Inservice training sessions often are conducted,- 1. 2by personnel wip are not well equipped to handle 5", 3Cothe task.

13. The content- what is taugh in inservice
training sessfOns is relevan to our- needs.1u

14. The ner in which inservice training, sessionsare c ducted is appr priate.
ti

15". Inservice training s ould- reflect possible future 1 2

'3 : 4 5
S SS W.-

3 4 5
IA- '58 10

3

S4

5'

3 4 5
vi 60

3 5(emergIrt) roles rather than being limited , 1 Co .1-8to the teacher's current role.
k 616,, The focus of inservice ,traning, rather than being

an !integrated district-wide effort, has become. .
fragmented.

17. Who are the people mainly responsible for initiating or conducting
,

. inservice teacher education in your district ?. Please check one of:_jthe following: poi.N4.4 GuES74K 1101 = 5oupet Citinee

12-

1 2 3 4 5

-7 22 3( 21

-44

dachek
Cen/tral'radministrators,f Region XIII

arViegibees'
Gthers°(
(15

Which ethe9fQ1lowi.ng itirpl:deiinpui. into
topics f9c your'disriCr

/.Principal s.'
Teachers
'Central administra,t
.Staff from Region XjI
Parentg .

School. Board Members
Others (destriie)

134-
1

.44

I.9. Check the agencies and
,.inservice training. fop,

the planning of inservice
(k)\011t.t

individu listed below, which have provided
moo district during the past year.

.

Private ConsUltants
School district staff : ',
University, or college staff ry!
Education Service Center 15-
(e.g.,. Region XIII) 4" _,_2-.

LAU Center 1(7
Texas Education Agency )1...

---1-Co,Others (describe) I
. 1 4

f

4.



_L z6,-'
'End;.o?'iession questionnaire 611

or checklist '
,Informal feedback to directors 29

or presenter's y.
Criteriori, referepted\tests 1

for /
ObiervattOn of teachers in
"Classroom

Course-gT
Attendant ,workshop
Follow -up interview with

> teacher
Other (describe)

22. Check the Incentives whith your school district uses in its inservice
training. (coati- foSwsit. COZZIO'

f

A

20. Check all orthe following which have been used by your'school.district
in providing'inservice training for teachers:

Workshop or demonstration
session ,

S taff meeting 1
Summer institute 4

College course'
Individualized study
Programmed instruction
Classroom observation
Video tape training session
.Conference (e.g., TSTA)
One-tth-one discussion with

otier teachers
Teacher-parent workigession
Other (describe)

p*Nsea_ 'oatIESIlA 7;2)

21. Check the eoprOcedures which have been used to eva)uate
in your school' district: Ohna Amsge.

inservice traiinq

1

/C.

- 0

tr.

inr

Stipend,for teachers
Release time for teachers
Education or profes onal

career ladder
Upgrading of competencies
School' district request
Professional_tertification
College credit
Other (describe)

' 23.

v1

Which of the foils? ng times

training? Please c k:

During requlAr.school hours
Immediately after school 1"A
N, the evenings
On weekends ,,

147

10 -sAtelToeu--mie 140ArtIce1Twes

are appropriate for conducting Insets/ice

(Zool'c WYK W4A

I 4



24. At what time do inservice sessions currently take place in your school
district?

During regblar school hours
Immediately after school

gt In th4 eveninas
'On weekends

.- 25. Briefly- scribe the strengths of the current-ihservice program in yourschool dis ict.

A-

'26. 1,low desdFibd'the weaknesses which exisrjn the district's current
i nservice- program:

-41

27. If you mere in charge of planning district -wide inssrvice training for
teachers, describelthe process you wft4d follow in Usigning amideal
program-:.Use as much space asyou need to desdribe this process.

- r

Nt



Results

Nee>

. 4

Response 11,= 75

.
V

Inservice Survey ,

% 'Strengths:

40%

,Freq

30 - Teachers choose topics 10

16% 12 Improvement fro before

9% 7 ToOcs are of interest,
7% 5, Meet district requirements'

5% . 4 Migrant/bilingual workshops
ality of speakers

.N = 81 How,wouldsyou plan inservice?:
r

%. Freq.
43% .35
'15% -12

12% 10

10%. -8

7% 6

7% 6

1
o

Response N = 77

% , Freg. Weaknesses:.

31% 24 Irrelevant sessions/materi

15% 19 Poor presenters .

14% 11 'Waste of time

9% .7 August timing

Survey teachers:for topics
Individualize and Follow-Up
Get more competent presenters
Schedule workshops during school day

Peer group (teachers) should train themselves

Give incentives to .upgrade iIAlls

.
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Bilingual Classroom Questionnaire ,

Proportion of Instructional Time in, English and-Spanish fqr all Classroom Teacher (01 =89)

4k

Across All.Classrooms

'..

Language % of
Group*: , Language Arts

S P A N' I-S H

% of
Major Content

% of'All .

Content Areas,

E N.G LISH

% of % of (. r

Language Arts . Major Content

MS
. ,-

49 .* .40 28 .51 60

BS 10 r 412. 9 '90 88

LLB FO. '10 ' 7, 90 90

'BB- 12 3 ' 3 88 97.

BE . ', 9 "--N 3
&

3 91 97

ME. -6 t 4 2 94 96

*Code

MonolingUal.Spanish
= Spanish Dominant

'LL =j_ate Language Learner
BB = Balanced Bilingual'
QE = English Dominant
ME =14onolin"gual English

4

S

e

<

I

Content Areas

72

91

93

9 7'

97

98;

151
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Proportion
BTLINGUAL. CLASSROOM

of "Instructional Time in English..

CROCKETT SCHOOL
(Kindergarten: N=18 --

QUESTIONNAIRE
'd Spanish for Different Language Groups

January 1981
First Grade: .N=16)

Language
Group*

4

% of

Language Arts
K 1st

S,P AN I S H

% of

Major, Content
K 1st

% of All
Content Areas
K 1st-

MS 42 100 60, 67 31=0,

BS 16 37 50 44 22

LL t5 Z7 .11 22 8

'BB 27 -24 10 4 10

BE , 25 \ 8 3 6

21 5
,

2 5

67

41

21

4

2

1

% of

Language Arts
K 1st

58 0

84 63

85 73 ,

73 76

'75 92

79' 95

ENGLISH
% of

Major Content
K 1st

% of All-
Content Areas
K 1st

40 33 64, 33

50' 56 78 59

89 78 , ,92 79

90 96 90 96

100 97 94 98

93 98 95 99

.

*Codes:

MS = Monolingual sp an i 611
BS = Spanish Dominant.
LL = 'Late Language 'Learner

BB = Ealanced Bilingual A"

BE -=1English Dominant
ME = Monolihgual English
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-Level of Use fhterview

- Number of LoU Users at Each Stagli:of.All Innovations

Level...of Use

Mechanical Use (III)

Routine (IVA)

Refinement (1,V8,

Integration (V)

Renewal

Total Teachers

Number of Teachers

12

44

23

3

-0
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.Meeting with Travis School Teachers

May 19, 1981

The purpose of this meeting was to report the raults of the completed
questionnaires and initrviews which-had been conducted earlier in the year.
Teachers were told to (1) offer comments to aid in the interpretation of
the results, and to (2) provide any rit ideas that might improve inservice
training for teachers. The meeting wa from 3:00 - 4400 p.m. in
the school library, with the peincipat in 'attendance for the whole meeting.

Dr. Holtzman openedthetmeeting by handing out fOlders to each teacher
containing both summary data from the three schools as well as data which
was relevant only to.Travis School.. He showed them how to read the numerous
data tables. Although the folders contained quite extensive and complete
results, Dr. Holtzman explained that because of timelimitations only some
of the main results would be ddscussed. He asked that teachers review the
results carefully during the summer so that they could provide us with
additional feedback.

The meeting was recorded on tape so that a full account of teacher')
comments could be retained.. Some of the points that were made by teachers
include the following:

The principal said that teachers on the Profes sional Development
Questionnaire had put behavior problems as a'hi/h priority because'

' too much time is wasted on discipline and management of behavior in
the classroom. There is a need foi workshops in the area of assertive
disciplin . ' i*

. One er sa.0 that at irst she was disturbed to find that benavf4
pro s ere of such a gh priority but then realized'that the
reason for is was that ravis teachers care a great deal about their --
children.- If they didn't t,ey would-not have responded in that Ay.-

. -The principal agreed and said that Regio XIII and.TEA may not realize
\ how much teachers.vtually care about eir-students.

1

. . A teacher asked for a clarification what "teaching-Nglish As a _ .t

first language" means, and why was such a.high priority on the
.PDQ. Someone responded that it si ly meant "teaching English". Dr.
Holtzman expired that it was suposed to refer to°teaching children
English langu ge skills whose fir t (or-home) language is a language

many teachers hive noticed that Tot of children are limited in

other thin Enrsh. A migrant t cher (not bilingual) said that

'both languages,so that it is be ter to teach them English first!

\],e

. I
. On Inservice Su vey, the princ pail felt*that teachers had agreed

with Item #1 (" achers shoul,, be given the authority to choose the
type of inservice training p gram that they,feel is appropriate'
for-their school Ttrict") ecause during the past several years
teachers gradually have bee given more\options 4as to the types Of
inservice sessions to atte O. Before.the\ ,. teachers were told what
sessions to 0 to. \ '

v 1
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. Referring'to theLevel of Use (LoU) interview, one teacher did,not
feel that we shodld be labeling teachers as "mechanical" "routine",

etc., because we don't know what teachers do in their classrooms
(this is the same teacher that had complained about the Concerns
Questionnaire earlier in the year).

. After the meeting', the migrant teacher stayed for 10 minutes to
discuss bilingual education with Dr. Holtzman. 'He said that he

% felt that bilingual education should be limited to those children
who speak Spanish fluently upon *entering school. He felt that mbst

of the kids in-bilingtal programs shouldn't be there! He was

especially upset that Judge Justic had order all*Texas schools to
provide bilingual education through high school.

S.

t
.



Meeting with Crockett School Teachers

May 20', 1981

The purpose of thiloleeting was to report the results df the, completed .

questionnaires and ihtmgriiews which had been conducted earlier in the year.
Teachers were told to (1)-offer comments to and in the interpretation of
results, and to (2) provide'any new ideas they might have about how to
'improve inservice training for teachers. The meeting was scheduled from :

3:15 - 4:400 p.M. in the school library, with the principal present for the
.

.

first part of the meeting only.
.

. ,

Dr. Holtzman led the meeting and sh ed the teachers how to read the
date tables. _He gave each teacher a fold r which contained'both summary
data froM the three schools aswell as dat which was relevant only to
Crockett.School. Although the folders contained numerous results;'Dr.
Holtzman explained that because of time limitations only some of the main
'results would be discussed. He asked that the teachers review the results
carefully during' the summer so that they could provide us with additiohal

-""feedback.

1,

__Unfortunately, the tape recording, of the meeting did not come out,/so
Dr. Holtzman wrote 'down some of the comments that he remembered from'the
meeting. Some of the points that were made by teachers include the
following:

. Teachers at Bowie School who filled out the Concerns Questimpare are .

not as concerned about ESL. as CroCkett teachers are (either they
don't care or don't kna,enough abolt it.)

Teachers at Crockett would like to know how kids' English skills-
-continue todevelop,after,they enter second grade,.and they,would
like to know what the Bowie.CSL teachers are doing in this area.,

. On Survey of Percept'-ions of Inservice Training.some of the responses
would now be different if the instrUmentAwould, be readmfnistered to
teachers. This isibecause teachers now Ire aware of changes thatrwill
be made for 'next year in the-district plan (more choice options for
teachers and comp time).

. Having more teachers serve as:leaders of inservice sessions would help
tog.t4e inserv.iceMbre relevant. .'

. More follow-up in the classroom should be done after inservice-
---, sessions.

It is strange that so little Spanish instruction time occurs-for
Spanish dominant.(BS) sutdent,.According to the Bilingual. Classroom
Questicipnaire. One teacher felt -that the questionnaire was obvitusly
invalid because it did not reflect what was happeningYin the class
room. Another teacher felt that-the questionnaire was too difficult
to fill out and teachers did not understand the language classifica-
tion definitions. Dr. Holtzman said that it would haVe_heen 'better

to have completed this questiOnnaire individually with each teacher

but that time constraints had not-permitted this. He also cautioned.
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teachers to remember that.although the vaitMajority-of

)

teachers-
did fill out this instrument, not all teachers were able to do so.
This should be kept in mind when interpreting the data.

.

At the conclusion of the meeting, Dr. Holtzman thanked teachers for their
participation, in the'stady and hoped to see them nextxeal°

15j
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Meeting with Bowie School Teachers

Max 21, 1981

The purpose of this meeting was to report the results ofthe Ap4eted
questiohneir4s and interviews which had been conducted earlier in the year.
Teaciws were told to ('1) offer comments to aid in the interpretation of .

results and to (2) provide any new ideas that might igirove inservice
training for teachers. The meeting was scheduled from7:15 -, 4:00 p.m. in
the school cafeteria, with the principaln attendance for the while meeting.

- ' ,
, 4

Dr. Holtzman opened the meeting by handing out folders to each teacher
containing both summary data from the thre schools as well as data which
was relevant only to Bowie School. He sho ed them how to read the numerous

;'data tables. Although the folders containe quite en ensiveeand complete
results, br.'Holtzmanexplained that because 0 time limitatiOsjiply some
of themain results would be d cussed. He asked_that teachers ftrview the
results carefully during the su er so .that they'could p.rovidb us. with
ad4itiOnal feedback. .

meetingThe meeting was ecorded* on tape so that a full account of teachers'
comments could be reta'ned. Some of the points that were made by teachers
include the following'.

,

When Dr. Holtzman asked teachers what "teaching English as a first
languageLomean to theea teacherresponsed with.the correct
definition. 7

.

. whell asked-about concerns related to ES one teacher It that ESL
instruction should be more organized, Oth a hierar by of skills.
Another teacher said that the main frustration that she expe'riences
as an ESL teacher is that she does not know how to evaluate a studeTes

--progress, She said that one problem-is that second'grade teache'rs"
don't knob at the beginning of the year what level the students are
at. It Woutbe helpful to kndw which skills-the- students had
mastered at thej.-hest grade school. Also, it is difficult to know

',whether the level Of instruction that kids are.getting,in ESL is
appropriate to the/fr needs.

When Dr. Holtzmanlasked what types of_activities Might,be good to':
have in the area of ESL, a to said,that it isNeasy to teach
kids-uodabulary but more difficult to teach them sentence structure
(both oral and.writeen). Perhaps a consultant could offer ideas
about

/
how best to teach this.

.

J/-
.

te,
sr

, .

. Another teacher mentioned that most, problems that she encounters is
. . that she has so many -kids in her ESL classes that she cannot attend

to their individual needs. If some teacher who has been successful
with large classes could share his/her experiences, that would be
very hel'ful. I*

. Another teacher said that the main problem in her ESL class is a lack 4
of materials. '

0.*



'When asked when the best time to hive inservice- sessions would be,

one of .the teachers suggested that they could be-provqied during

A

igufar school hours during the teather's planning period.

. On teacher had a suggestion to make to donsultants when Oey'send

out short descriptions of their inservice essions. Too often

a'sesion which sounds exciting from the d dription'turns out to

be bolcing and not'what the teacher had ex cted. Ifconsultants

could tend morTinformation about the* presentations beforehand,

that would be helpful. Dr.,Holtzm suggested that an abstract

and lisf\of objectiyes might elpft(1.4., The teachers agreed with

thig idea.
\

. 'Dr. Holt an pointed out, that a lot of good ideas had been expressed

at the mee ing, but that there should be somewayle-f-4-0-1-1-bwing_u__-,,

4 these,yeat, to be sure that they are not forgotten.
C

1..

sa L,

T.,,,. Holtizman c\osed the session' by thanking the teachers for:their parti-

cipation in the stu4 and telling them that he would see them again after the

.summer A.
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